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residence be ascertained with a have signed same, and to the
_high degree of certainty, kind many Democrats in this and the
-friends and supporters, in every other three counties who have
- precinct of the county, have cir- !otherwise proffered me their
.culated petitions for that pur- support: and in the event I am
pose, which have been signed to successful in securing this res-
ponsible position, I promise the
best reward that can be requir-
ed of me, a faithful performance
of the duties of the office with-
out fear or favor, to the high.
and low, the rich and poor alike.
• For the past twenty years or
more, I have been actively en?
gaged in the practice of law,
and while my labors in the crim-
inal branch of the practice hate
been generally on the side of
the defense, yet I have had con-
siderable experience in repre-
senting the prosecution, both by
special employment and appoint-
ment of the courts of the dis-
trict, and in the past_ two yea s
or mire, I have acted as Corn-
inonwealth's Attorney, protem,
and in the year of 1912 I filied
the place for six months or more,
serving two courts in each coun-
ty during that period. Whether
or not I proved myself worthy
or capable.! leave to the faire
the other three counties of the
district have otherwise proffer-
ed me their loyal support I here-
by make formal announcement
of my candidacy for said office,
subject to the aetiOn of the pri-
mary to be , held in August 1915.
such an extent as to assure me
of the unqualified and loyal sup-
port of practically the solid
Democratic vote of Christian
county for the office of Common-
raonwalth's Attorney of the
above named Judicial District:
and since so many Democrats of
••••
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FOR ATTORNEY
James B. Allensworth, of Hopkins-
rifle, Announces His Candidacy
for Commonwealth's Attorney
Whether or not this endorse 
the Ledger a small circular pub-
ment shall result in my nomina- 
lished in 1876 that will recall to
To the Democratic voters Qf the tion and election, I owe a debtre.ns one of the most widely
the minds of many of our citi-
Third Judicial District of Ken- of gratitude that I can neverk men that ever lived intucky: . - fully repay to the kind and loyal h. • y.
i.oWn 
I friends who have taken the time 
Blind T Ell'son
In order that the wishes of thei.
- and trouble to circulate the peti- 
was for many years city carrier
Democrats of the county of my tions in my behalf: to those who 
for the Murray Gazette, then
MOO PIM TEAL
A RELIC OF THE YEAR 1876 1
!shotguns, etc., may have been
i from Paducah. Persons stand-
ing around the depot Sunday 
.
evening observed a stranger get
off of a freight train from Pa-
ducah who wore a noticeably
long overcoat. An overcoat of
the same description was foundi
In the Carter Hardware store at I
1 o'clock yesterday morningl
when police discovered the front
door had been broken open. 1
Fee aysiosisui, our national,
ailment, use Burdock Blood Bit-!
A citizen of Murray handed publisiA by the late Capt. J.
N. Bolin. Blind Tom was a
brother of Mr. R. L Ellis8h,
now of Ft. Worth, Texas, and it
was his custom each year to
make appeal to the patrons of
the paper for a Christmas dona-
tion. Following is one publish-
ed in 1876:
I ters. Recommended for strength-
"A Happy New Year--1876 to the Patrons of ening digestion, p ying the
the Murray Gazette, from W. T. Ellison.'
The year eighteen hundred and seventy-five
Is past and gone, but we're aliye;
So let us pause a moment here,
And think of the old and the new-born year;
To think of our country, its peace and its wealth;
Of its freedom and honor, its safety and health;
Of its statesmen and soldiers, trusted and true,
Protected alike by the Gray and the Blue.
Notwithstanding this good, some have to moan
For sins of their country, as well as their own;
But let's forget all our ills and bid them adieu;
Peace to the past; here's a bumper for the new!
If for good and the right, each and all did strive,
If the record be right in the year seventy-five,
Go joyously and happily, and no trouble mix,
For you have a bright lease of life for seventy-six,
Provided you are generous and set all things clear,
By paying the carrier for last year;
Who has, all the year long, through sunshine and rain,
Brought yoqr paper to you--again and again.
Blind though he be, over the crisp and the snow,
This carrier,'threitigh sleet and storms, would go,
To bring you your paper, for well he knew
You would not fail to give the devil his due. .
--THE CARRIER.
Big Robbery in Mayfield.
•
  ' Thieves who robbed the Car-about $500 of cut glass. silver-- 1
•. int.ed l'agv. 4th
e-
blood. At all drug s es $1.00
a bottle,
: NO LEDGER ISSUED:
.* NEXT WEEK
•
The Ledger is issued a feet.
days earlier this week on account
of the holidays. As has been the
custom of this office for years
there will not be an issue of the
paper next week. We feel that
even an editor and the printer is
entitled to one week of each year
to spend in "riotous living." We
feel confident that our friends will
agree with us and grant us this
brief vacation.
Here is hoping that every Cal-
loway stocking will be filled to the
fullest extent; that every man, wo-
man and child in the county will
enjoy every day, every hour of the
W. A. Carter Dry Goods compaA
 festive season in the very happiest
in and that the new year willM ld Sunday• ht of 'waY
bring to you the fullest of pros-
ter Hardware company and •the! ware, shoes, shirts, suit cages. perity, peace and happiness.
ARRESTED IN CAIRO,
Slaughter Wrote Home Letter to
His Wife Which Gave Clue to
His Whereabouts.
Cairo, Ill, Dec. 19. — George
Slaughter, circuit court clerk of
Marshall county, was arrested
here on the street this morning
at 9 o'clock, by detective John
Perry, after information to the
effect that Slaughter was want-
ed had been received from Sher-
iff Joe Darnell, at Benton, Ky.
When arrested Slaughter had
$80.00 and a knife on his per-
son. While be appoare slightly
worn out under the strain and
exertion of the past few days he
is composed and rational.
Deputy43heriff Hifrity McGreg-
or and Bud Darnell, Wornness-
ied by Common wbalth'S Attor-
ney John G. Lovett kid County
Attorney E. L. Cooper, all cf
'Marshall county, arrived here
tonight to take hfas la charge.
They will leave with him to-
morrow morning. Slaughter an-
nounced that he would return
without requisition papers.
-Slaughter, while talking to
Attorney Lovett, made the fol-
lowing statement: "I placed a
book ever the top of the lamp
chimney and when the lamp ex-
jiloded I made an effort to check
the flames but without success.
I left the building and hid in
the warehouse of J. D. Peterson,
across from the court house, and
stayed there until the fire was
almost out..., I then started down
Ortitinued bth Pag. :411 0)Iturn
Beautiful Bracelet Watches,. the most
practical gifts for ladies!. All in solid gold
and filled, and silverine  $5.00 up
Beautiful Hand Engraved and Chased
BraCeleta—all of the Dependable sort— spec-
ially priced -44-•00 upward.
Xtraordinary Special Prices
Bargain Prices —Fine Christmas Gifts!
wh had bought heavily for. our Christmas trade before the great EuropeanWar. Did not know 'whata disturbing effect it would have on our cus-
tomers' markets, therefore we have made Spal Prices all through our big line
of Holiday Goods. Some items ate price4 Below Cost and are priced
Very Low. . -
All the Pretty diftS are of BEST QUALITY and •tar 4
have our GUARANTEE of SATISFACTORY SERVICE
Beautiful 2, 3 or 4 piece
Gentlemente Sets, specially
priced   $1.00 upward.
I'reL,t st3 le s•.lid
iz..ict grid
Pitis and
(Imps.
25c srpwird.
IS47ROCEWs BROs0
_s
Set six Knives and Six Fork"
-Regular 1S47 Roger" (the Best
Rogersl vorth —seeeini
price  $3.50
Set Six T, a Spoons. 1S17 Row-
ers. best quality, worth $10\
special vire ..... • $1.60
spoejal utirer: otu Table Spoons
- fancy
$10 1$47 l.,-or s :10e.•
'Handle )slives efef
-
Cut Class and Hand Painted China, MOO
pieces, specially priced. $1.25
$5 oe values 33.50. MI the larger pieces in
Cut Glass and China, one-third to one-half less
than they are worth.
Pretty Lockett and Chains, the -news.
est patterns and dependable quality,
specially priced  $1.00 upward.
1 N" est 8 "lie-ers in
id and grt:d
fill:Ai, some set
pears ana
ds anti
s;1.4'
' $
1.
1.
A GOOD 'NAME
.ia.a priceless asset in business. it means getting the mere
"live of our. customers—and that means—success.— Oa.
method of doing business has earn ej our *good time which
we guerd with owl. Cite—ty making ̀ itv-t1 every CLAIM
and PROIIISE: with- you-enur customers. Ws belir..e in the
oi(). m'Crchqndisinviiiilici of sellitie ccstoriers shat theywant
at the 1,3west pricos aml.meot all t zmipetitioct- his to mu-
tual adv.ar.tage to -furnish you Iliv; u hat you want." and it .
isn't-Cotijeult to do so is our stile. comprises a big seleetjee
'41quahties and rices. . ••
Our Special Priccs loclude all the New Goods in the Latest Approved Style.-' 
kV)
Beautiful Solid
Gold Set
ion* set ith
and tvelarle,
Berne with die-
M1Mtig. vDet`iNily j Other watclieS $1-,00
upi $80.i10. "
"It isArovir Feast,•Corne-an4 Partake."
••
Gold Filled' Watch
Fobs, worth V2.50,apei- •
eial. price .. . $1.50
Other gold filed Fobs
upwards to
Fine geld filled new
thin model Witches.•
with good jewelett
works, worth $13.00.
special priees..$10.00
E GFRAET. -PARKER, Jew Iff Ateler, MURRAY, 1(Y.
ITIS.WORTH A C;001) DEA-L,Z4-104041/7-THA4 4c013 iskitrWr-EqMEONE -TO--MAKEr--fiOO9—CL-AIMS AND -PROftti
ilTligNe54w.fi;1106115iiiSigt4iMi51;11-W96:1141i
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•
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THE TIMULAT =DOER, MURRAY. KY
MEDIATOR AVERTS
RAILROAD STRIKE
BOARD HAS SETTLED DISPUTE
BETWEEN MEN AND COT-
TON BELT ROAD.
CHAMBERS IS RESPONSIBLE
Conference if Chairman With Train-
men and Rail Officials in St. Louis
Is Successful-Returns to Cap-
ital With Report.
St. Louis.-There will be no strike ,
ef St. Louis Southwesty•ru 'Cotton
Nati railroad trainmen. The federal
board of mediation and conciliation
has brought about a settlement of the
ocnitroversy beta ern the eorkingmen
and the company. This statement WOO
made here by W. I.. Chambers, hair-
man of the mediation boarei. tapou his
departure for iVashington. Ii, e'.
Contiuttor J. It. Tillman. wheelie re
Instatement the workmen demanded
upon threat of calling a strike, "must
withdraw. unconditictially." loam-time -to Judge Chambers decision The rail
road company, on the other flan, shalt
not discipline nor rule against any or
the men who were connected with the
demand, for Tillman's reinstetentent or
the strike vote, the ruling said
Both sides previously had agreed to
abide by the decision of Judge Cham-
bers. No mention was Made In thedecision of the board's opinion as to
-the legality of the strike vote...which
the railroad officials question, norconcerning Tillman's physical condi-
tion when he was dismissed in April,19 l&
Judge Chambers' decision followed
a aeries of secret hearings which last-
ed three days. lie was aided here by
G. W. W. Hangar, assistant commis-
sioner of mediation. W. C. Turner.
representing the men, declined to corn-
meat on the decision. Officials of the
Cotton Belt road pointed to it as sub-
stantiation of their claim that Tillman '
was not sick when dismissed.
The decision ended a two-year con-
ARMY ENGINEERS IGNORED
/liver Latinist's •Cut to the Bone.Measure Carries 334.138560 for
Waterwey improvement.
--
Waahington The anuual river andharbur appropriation bill, carrying1134.I3s,Sso for waterway improve-ment', throughout the couutra. wascompleted by the House river andharbor committee.. Army engineer.'estimates were reduced by nearly $80.•oter.000, and the bill appropriates onlyfor work on projects which alreadynave been begun, making no provisionfor new undertakings.
After the defeat of the river andharbor bill at the last sessien of Con-aaaaa and the appropriation of $20,-000.000 to maintain work on existingprojects, the board of engineers sub-
mitted estimates aggregating ea2.000,-.100. There lite comMittee, accordingto Chairniau Sparkman, "pared to thebone"
All big inoiroventebt projects wereinvolved in the committee's efforts tocut the appropriations. The measuregives Mississippi river undertakings$6113:yrro out of $10,500,000 revoin-Mended. the Ohio $5.6s1,000 of $9.as4,-
recommended: the Hudson $1.500,4100or $;.a;741.000 reeonantended; the Ten-.see 022.1100 of $3,4100 reconantend-ed; the Columbia $1.9s:01.10 of $2.51,0,-000 reecomniended: - the 3liation-ri $1.-250.'100 $2,50'1,000 recommended.The Delaware river receives the fullestimate. 81.00,000.
EUGENE ZIMMERMAN DEAD
Former President of C., H, & D. R. R.Meets Sudden Death-Was Civil
War Veteran.
Cincinnati-Eugene Zimmerman. aformer president of the Cincinnati.Hamilton & Dayton railroad and awealthy financier of this city, diedsuddenly at a club here from hemor-rhage of the lungs. Mr. Zimmermanwas the father of the duchess of Man-chester.
The death of Mr. Zimmerman wasunexpected, although his health hadnot been of the best for the past fewweeks. When .he was seized by thefatal attack he was engaged in study-ing the records of the Cincinnati. Ham-ilton & Dayton railroad, preparatory,it is believed, to testifying before Com-missioner Hall of the interstate conetroversy. 
ifmerce commiesion, Wt-s-is conductingan investigation of the sale of that0 road and .the Pere Marquette to J P.Morgan & Co.
Mr. Zimmerman was active in bring-ing about the union of the two rail-roads and was prominent in the saleof the Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton.which, for the second time, is in thehands of a receiver.
nerh;Zirnmerman was a veteran ofthe ChM War. a 32d degree Ma.son anda member of the Loyal Legion. Hewas born in Vicksburg. Miss., in 181i.
DARING AUTO BANDIT SHOT
Two Cincinnati Banks Robbed During
Daylight Hours-Bandit Killed
in Place.
Cincinnati. 0.-Prank G. Hold, . •notorious automobile bandit, was shotlto death by policemen here after asensational three hours' crime, -whichIncluded daylight robberies of two Ctn-cinnati banks, theft of an automobilesad a pistol duel with the officer. re-stating in wounds to one officer thatare expected toprove fatal. Thirteenthousand and one hundred dollars ismissing as the result of the bank rob-beries. The police believe that Rohl.In his wild automobile drive, managedto pass the money along to confed-erates.
t4ohl entered the West End branchof the Provident Savinga Bank & Tr.Co., at Eighth and Freeman avenue.fired two shots at Cashier -EdwardRushee, scooped up $8.000 in curren-cy and backed through the door. Jump-tng into a waiting automobile. witiehhad been stolen, he quickly disap-Peered. Cashier Hughes fired after-reasRmahle'.. 
all railroads operatingIn the territory between the Atlantic
him, but the shots did net take effect.
seaboard and the Mississippi north ofthe Potomac and Ohio rivens were al-PARDQNED AFTER 36 YEARS low" the fist 5 per cent increase for, which they have beea asking for fouryearsMrs Kate Cobb Shown Mercy for Her I The railroads hoped to get Int-TeasesChi4erca Sake-Recall Ell'hital which would add to the annual reve-
1, _ Cr.meS. 
nue some $50,000.000. The commis'sion's derision is expected to gihe
lisrtfted, Conn.- Mrs Kate Cobb of them additional revenue approximat
Narwii who has been confined in the tax sh0.000•000State oft atrst1,si4 for hoayh,St for lb Her of her hus
ARSON RING IS EXPOSED
band, kinls pa ed. • She was pentenced-v lirelvfle%,, •
The 04donitne.of MI'S, Cobb, novelle Woman Says She Contractee to Caws*vi ar q. regal one erih, see Husband to Confess Receivedera ten allprimes
north ellhniutirt s
CbbMoewas-‘11-1'S taeindl
4, f
the arms'. of Con
ler husband. chart.- •
mi., tor of Norwiei
ad In Januar,-. 1'479Soon attorwardt. Mrs Wtseley Bishop,
it Sri Crprominent Norwich fatally. di siitidtmly. 110th ta ll
111/eMbee .,
Hies wire intimate
The ',grunt-I-he In•sasst showed the'both Coigi and Mrs btseup had diet:of poisneene under soettionous , 1r, ogo
Mare es, Mrs. Chabb and Wallop wortarrestosi. and it*Ieveloped after a reinvestable trial ,that ,the two hadplanned the murder-A that they mightbe free to well
The fstideme was =natty t'itet!M•stantial, and it was not until Bishoptwrned state's evidence that the no.
live and details were brought out. Rothwere Sentenced to life imprisonment.11111shop died In prison two year. ago
Austrian Troops Surrender.
Paris --In A dlapat frc.in Nish.Bervia, the Hares correspondent saysthe Serrian authorities have re estahInched thentseivee in the vicinity ofPodrIni, where the Austrian troopssurrendered to them
- —
• 0110), Loewe*.
London • Th.' admiralty has
• statement denying that any itrtilabIgarshipp were loaf during the regilltValet he a German 'squadron on the
Iftlit coma .1144111164. .•
es'
•
RATE INCREASES GRANTED
Eastern Raiiroads Are Granted Rightto Rase Rates 6 Per Cent in
North and East..
Washington.-Further increases infreight rates were granted to the east-ern railroads by the intersatate com-merce commission in a decision fromwhich Chairman Harlan and Commis-Money Clements dissented vigorously.Except on lake and rail traffic, coal.coke, iron ore and certain other traf-fic. Upon which the commiesion here-tofore had fixed rates adjudicated
Monty for insurance.
--•
sills ago. Mrs. David ricurshak., whose husband has h onfessed to set-ting fire to meat stores in .the inter-' est of the alleged "arson ring," told on. the witness stand that for II il1,1.1.11 anti
a wee.k i'oie had contracted 19 ex-pose the conspiesey and cause herHusband tel conies.'. The ateteenintwas made in the trial rtf .lopeph FishoIre insurance adjuster. and Ft-pittedmillkinaire, aecused Of complicity innumerous fires.
, She told first ofreceiving MI a1 t000th from nate part of which shePent to her husband, then in hiding ini London Later, p!pv s_lev-lared, Fish chitdown the payment* and she agreedI with counsel for the untlerwritere tosjej la the prose, Ilion of the allegedargon ring for 110,1410
Against Mn,r,
Albany, N. Y potato publicservive eortonlosion denied an appalcation -tor reargunient on the questionof Its approval hi' the propoapd mar.ger of the New Vork Castrol and thetake Shore railroads
- • -
Dutch Artist Dies.,
Amoter.kiiiii -"Johannes tlernarditsBiotnegets. a widely' ittintrn Artist andOtealdent of the nillrh ;truism) of
Plangent, Is lead. lit_sas born ls
IMPORTANT VICTORY IN BELGIUM
WON BY ALLIES-PROGRESS
MUST BE SLOW.
WARSHIPS BUSY ON COAST
BalLies Being In Fortified Positions,
Germans Have Machine Guns That
M•he Infantry Attacks Costly.
Teutons on Offensive.
London.--A dispatch to the Ex-
change Telegraph Company from Am-sterdam SA)s:
"The Germans have evacuated [ex-plode, but the report that the allieshave taken Middelkerke is untrue."
The offensive operations of the al-lies in the west are being corked outunder conditions of siege warfare andare being stubobrnly opposed by theGermans, who, in their entrenchments,and surrounded by wire entangle-ments, make an advance of even a fewyards very costly for the attacking
EVACUATE DIXMUDE 'PROGRESS IS APPHECIABLE PRISONERS FORfrench Official Statements Claim Some
N 
()too  Gained-Take1 tee he ty• byALLIES MAKE GAin --
Paria:--Th
s
e following conituunica
that was issued by the war &AS. e :*
"In Belgium our troops hate pained
ground mirth of the road from pre,
to Menial, and also on that to the south
and southeast of Bixschoote.
"We hate debouched to the north
east of Arras and bate reached the
tirst houses of St. Laureat Piaui*
"Appreciable progress has been
made at Grillers IA Boisselle Mauunett
and M•ricourt, in the region of Its
paume and Pennine.
-From the Somme to the Vosge:
there is nothing to report "
Another statement follows: •
"Between the sea and the Lys we
have occupied several German trenchr
es at the point of the bayonet, consol-
idated our positions at Lambaertzyde
and St. Georges and organized the ter-
ritory taken from the enemy to the
west of Gheluvelt.
"We hate made progress at some
points in the region of Verinelles.
'There has been no in Autry :Wien
along the remainder of the front, but
we report very effective shooting on
the part of our heaty artillery in the
environs of Tracy-i.e-Vat. on the Aisne,
and in Cliampaigne. as well a. in the
Argonne and In the region of a'erdun.
forces. 
ALLIES ADVANCE IN BELGIUMIn Flanders the allies have gained alittle ground at considerable cost.Along the coast lines the allies' war-ships thantinually are bombarding Ger-man politions. The advance has beenmore marked from the Belgian bordersouth to the River Oise, where theground is not as wet as in the floodedregions of Flanders.
Along the Aisne and in the Cham-pagne district, the French artillery,now probably stronger than the Ger:mans, has been keeping the Germanson the move, but in the Argonne re-gion it is the Germans who are on theoffensive, and they claim a slight ad-vance.
ENGLISH COAST BOMBARDED
Three German Warships Attack theForts on British Coast-Make Es,
cape in Haze After Fight.
London.--The official press bureauissued the following statement fremthe war office regarding the Germanraid:
-Three enemy ships were sightedoff Hartlepool, and commenced a bom-bardment. These ships appeared to betwo battle oruisers and one armoredcruiser.
"The land batteries replied and arereported to have hit and damaged hieenemy.
"When the filling ceased the enemysteamed away None of our guns wastouched. One shell fell in the royalengineer's lines, and several in thelines of the Eighteenth Service Bat-talion of the Durham Light infantry."The casualties among the troopsamounted -to seven killed and four-teen wounded.
"Dur.ng the bombardment, espe-cially in West Hartlepool. the peoplecrowded in the streets and approxi-mately 22 were killed and 50 wounded."At the same time a battle cruiserand an armored cruiser appeared offScarborough- and fired about fiftyshots, which caused considerable dam-age, and 13 casualties are reported
GERMANS CLOSE TO WARSAW
Troops Advance to Within 30 Miles ofPolish Capital--Desperate Fifht-
imp All Along Frontier.
1.ondon.- The Germans advancingon Warsaw over a wide front betweenthe h'Istuta and the Mica rivers havereached the new Russian positionsalong the Itzura river and southwardto Raw& with the result that anotherbig battle is in progress.
The Russia .s retired acroas theDetre. destreying the bridge. behind• em. Tee German detachnients whofollowed ever a partly burned -bridgemire said to have he. n prat-tit-ally an-nihilated, survivors being: 'takenprisoners. •
'This is lolly the beginning of theFrost battle 'for Warsaw-, front whichthe Germans are now not' more thannO mile,' distant Flied Mari-hal Vok,Hindenburg expects stern resistance.which the etronely re iotforeed Russianarmy Is certain to offer, They are pro-tectml by the VtiOnta river, which theGermans have been unable to cross.
. Negro Lynched,
Fort Depoelt. Ala. WIU Jones, alterjosh recently from itome, Us , waslynched by a mob of infuriated citipens, and his body riddled with bul-lets. After his Ietpture loiriaainfisaaedto attertupting criminal a occult Ali' MiesMae Sullitan, a high school studenthere
Portugal Cabinet Upheld.
Liallon, The Chamber of lieputiesadopted a resnlittion declaring its eon•tidence hmi the.new ntinistry by a voteof IS to :le, hut a stnillar resolutionIn the Sweaty Wei rejected by * VOfeOf 27 to 21:,
Bavarians Mutiny.
M0'0014114%111 k message from Antvserk •wys that eighty soldiers whoparlcipAted In the Mutiny among thetrANitriati trnoto. garrisoned there gre •le be courtmarlials.1
-,....•14•••44.4416141.10‘ 466,41. .• 040114011116641111.1401160444W
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ig Look Sea of IlliKklOrtdilll.,
A man who *aid be was Robert
, lireckluildse. mei tof the late W o.
Ilre.kinridge. for teenty yeara a weao. tar of t ong Oen fruits K eta us. ky.1, HIGHWAY WORK
State L. a Slovenia/au. at Seratigliele.
walked into the office of Sec reiary og
1 III, and the lared that hesits the inaa
atm disappeared teent) three 7,.,as
MOVE TAKEN TO END PRESENT ago a mt., atthht to Fhthata. in a ship
CONTRACT SYSTE
AT PENITENTIAr.
that was wrecked- Mr. hteveupion salt
he uteutined the man as Breckinridge,
his youthful friend, and dimeleaeo the
story of a soldier of fortune told by
the MAU. ilreckittridge's parents •nietDETAILS TO COUNTY JUDGES
tirovined when the ship went down ie
in the belief that their pot was
May. liS91.
Time man told Secretary SievensoaPrison _Commissioner Tells Jurists of 
a marteloue story of travel and ad.
V 
New Plan Following Tour of
Southern States.
—
finer% m -the penitentiary will not. be wines uened in Africs,' fortunes made
arVranktort.-Long term leases on pris-
jaesocial Vr•nkfort t`orresponderree )
Alit] halt in Austratii. and of businessDaniel E. O'Sullivan has made the
statement that instead of placing the mercenary eoldier.
Made again . Prison Commisoloner
reverses that had made him a klexicaa
-system. he. will etitocate such changes tucky was advised of the mates return,
prisonera at work under the contract
Piton his arrival, although greatly
The Breckinthige family In Ken'
-existing Liss as will permit the cm-.
Ike toot.., veuson- sayd lie recognized itreckin-
Plekinctli of llth 'loll on th" umda of changed in appearance, Secretary Slit.
In awaking before the rounty judges
Vice President AdIal Stevenson. father
ridge at once. Ills father and formerof the statt• in support it his pore, t,
he said: • 
of eeertitary Stevetteon, were lifelong
lah-ogAb(swhtstY651:11 ljTril'ht.11"...rogntararCe aftoel..rt;lineki r it IS Nth Ilreckinridge," said Seeretari
fort niaking shoes under the contract ember and there is no doubt hut that
: friends. -We spent our vacation* to-
• while he favored working convicts. 
them. The commission expecti a fa-:ivorabie outcome-of-the suit instituted I
, under the lawo.atives the beintractor
iluff law. declaring roads connecting.-cormia-VonTs-ptitilie works or the cone 43, " the'!""441"." 4":4i'4"4"44-4H*4114"
' "Even though we let the Frankfort
, e.rs on the roads .failed beeause it was
I the right of. reneesi for four additional V
cab ose
asserted, 
Nei: ra. t ti ee da
chained together and chained to their
tayetract„ vae can give the
Judge-chaining them at night. The commis-
and found that at night convicts were
the censtitutionality of this law.'''_.-
sioners. he goad. visited, convict camps
in the F'ranklin circuit :eourt to test
the' public roads. he was opposed to
in Georgia and other southern states.
monwealth. contacts can be worked on VaAit
eontmissioners has decided that that is
at least e. moral notice that the pee).
caul do art) timing, we will be safe on
era on the roads. So we will let the .1
new contract for those prleoners'
tit.. score of time.
The las providing for working prison-
not advertised, but the board of prison'
ph. might want to work those* prison-.
ices for one year only. It will be
prisoners after alarcli. noier the
Ken-
it may 'be teitelly right to lease them •
for four years, it is morally wrong.
servo-es (cannel iii January. We are, sit..v ,,,aamt,
for four ieare, which. as you _know,'
yi•ars. I ersonally, I believe that e
being urged to make a new contract i • _
. Nast 18 meethe before the legislature
Mr. O'Sullivan let it b.- konwn that !Chief' "sieve Miller
rking prisoners on the roads, he
•was beneficial both to the
canties. should serve. first. The. lot fell to
sirs- • is tied between two or more of them.
on t-Rollin ilurt. of Columbia. wilt he on
at , the chief justice shall be chosen by
' I, of Chief Justice tio6son. hie will
I convene for the winter term with
the next two years. The constitution
' two years of the four-year term as
Monday in January the court will re-
Jurist Becomes Chief Justice. •
tucky, on the retirement. on January
eonimissioneiP longest. shall be chief
chief justice and cent lots to see who
Judge Miller. Chief Just ice Hobson,
named Judge Shackelford Miller, of
'succeeded by ,Judge W. E. Settle for
term .will adjourn. Judge Hobson will
the bench for the Third district. 
preside for two years. anti ill be
lot.- Jacige Settle and Judge- Miller
readily agreed that each should take
practice law in Frankfort. On the' first
Leuisville. as chief justice of 
who has served ,16 eonseentive years
Justice, and if the length of service
provides that the judge who has been
Judges of the court of apprhis have
time 'no-morrow, when the fall
presiding. and
'and the prisoners.
Says Pa's; Saloons Must Close,
Reuben B. liutcheraft. Jr, attorneyfor the "dry" forties at l'aris, ex,presses the opinion that this town willbe thendirckes,ioatolinn, IJ,,tainonuaerl)st.celtpitoaenfinilhbie.lerrd rtiln:11.14itmlornf.
!peaking of the matte:, he says:"The county wentoiry by 407 majority. next week In addition to the Christ-Under hie 1914 amentinient of thec Inas leavings aceounts, amounting tO.ceenty ;unit law when a county goes $47.,itail, and probably 1110Nartis of $50,-
'aditiYeriiitehela:'ioPtitift"ti aitnetoofiltheectcsainlitYasdsitlnyies ii"it is probable that the Christmas sea-
paid out for tobacco Altogether
board certifying the result of the elec. son finds Pxankfort in funds nearlytion has been 'recorded in the county , a half million dollars.clerk's Once. 'But a contest eas filed! "Tight money" is common talk allwhich prevented this certificate gating over tie. country; but circumstancesto record. 'Later the contest bonne by seem to !Aye conspired in the interestluinoannaimrinitsimdit,tic.
gone dry by 407- majorily. and this de.
.iiiiitinh.atutitlitieei'deatut.hriet y elitiaetl i)itS•att•lit. Cali"' City nieriliatit. this,
venture that circled tht• world He
Nair, that he had (ought with the Allies
during the Boxer troubles In Chita.
with the Boers in Africa and with theFederate in Mexico. lie told of gold
elect Hurt has been signed to Judge
Miller's place in the western divistue
of the bench.
Treasurer Pays Out $1.500,000.
Outstanding state warrants, aggre-
gating 81.500,000, were called in tot
redemption by State Treasurer Thos.S. Rhea. The call include* all statewarrants stamped Interest-bearing upto and including February 2$, 1914.The interest on there warrants willstop December 26.
It is estimated by local bankers that8300.000 at least of these earrantaare held la Frankfort As a resultof this call that much ready cash willbe released for circulation in the' city
• ------iesion.MAS lint to recent tit the county Will-Pay Kentucky War Claims.clerk's office November 11, 1911 The The sum of $1.60o is to t•e. given
statfoll provides that this certafirette, the lamas/re. anti Nateihville railroad
when so recorded. +dial! ?late the sante, for tranepatthe troops to the Annie-
.forre and effect that the vertatiente of ' ton, .Atzl . nintieuver grounds in. I91!.
the canvassing board coati have bad according to Attorney General Gar-
if it hail been put toiatecorri;. !timely, nett, a ho has repartee] from Washing-
that the law Foes met effevt and the ton where he represented the state
saloens -qautit close setty clays after military department in a hearing on
the eentest board's A.-Osten is re the claim. it) yiniera of the Quarter-
toniell, which will be ay 12 o'r ',oh nild• I enamel- art thl• Governors lelanti, the
night tin the tt•tah de> ef January, actine Adjutant General divided the
015.- 
aransis•riaiton bete yen the Southern----. 
mud I. & N retirement. The I. & Ni-
City of Princeton Suet. , therenicion charged full rate After-
_
Slit has been filed by the city Of aards the Federal artnY °Me". re-
f', Int-even lelettrie Light & Potter Co fused to pe:u this letiteti, and said un-
to eee'll,yer i...41.: 54, alifIX011 to , hut (Wt. 1*.S• the stale paid It they aould with'
Illi• clt) the vs•tition all.4 4 that this. hold further appropriation. Attorneyis 
The anifluilt of osereharees.made' General Garnett- took the view that
against' the etty by the' company dun ' Vetleral *Otters were responsible for'nit 1 h° html live Year*. The city rest, the roar,' expense to which SeeretarY
eel 'Mow,' that the city ftholtI4 act 'a I I lanielli agreed, HMI Paid if there are
'2,4100 candle pou I r light tor $6 the any fluids left lit th.• militia appeonria
nionth, and the 1...ialrift. alio,041 lb:IT-lion t,,r that hoar it will be pant
the city illle t1.4•41 gettIng 011iV A 4".. --- -
candle poner liefolor this price Tlic Mrs. Stone Is Automobile Agent.
city seeks.jo have the !ranches', tit- Sirs Maynte Slone has hcett dealt-
elareel ‘old:: alleging irreatlarities in tutted hi) the Recn:tery of state As hischarge,' and other disagreentents be- licensee. -The change is made with
Its sale Going to theft., Alle.tisti oveti.coMmissioner to issue automobiloMeth the city touncli anti the Mee- the vies of putting. an end to the
light• have becn °Menet 041 tivirlag tine Mrs Stone Is clerk in the ofBce
IMe light compaa the city has been trouble of misunderstandings that has
In derkittota for ye veral a vele* The Wiled relative 10 this Ilvark for mune
of the commissioner of tnotor vehicle&
the holidays •
Beekt.al-State Library Solt,t'hances are matte In a atatement byBlatt. 1.1brarlan• Frank Kantioneth acthoupan)Ing taper( Af State itispethtor anti Examiner eh •pester, elating that Enoch -Wailes, no.lit recently a porter In the library,had been dealing ezionalvnly hp law reporta, belonging to the male. Mr Na,vatiatigh PAO he rarnVervut Ill volume' .sold NOV II Anderash & Ca,..steltinall, and fifth tett trent itelditnVir4. or tylortairlite. 'TVs,were mold as old bookie hut the eel&pany olfiriaha became suspicious. -
Sidewalk Law
Xhe court of appeals hats held In-
1511(1 the law pasawl lea 191.: providintthat third class titles may construct
patementer and siderwalke to be !Aid
for by-ebteltnet property (tenete on the
ten year plan The cage is one of J.
11. 1,11clonan, mayor of tivernshoro.
nitalitat High Keithly. „The Imvirt holds
that the A. t %SODIUM 11•414 WO, 61 of tia
rofialitutton, able im o.tivisive that DO
let %hilt tatsjeklaved, nntentlitrnift end,
so sibriferred unless It *hall he re
enacted and published at length ThillOreeaullon V/ 04 not taken•
Germans Are Forced Back All_Aiona
the Flanders Front with Great
Losses, Says Paris.
Paris.- -The allies' rottenest id Bel
glum is fast gaining momentum The
Germans are being forced beck allalong the Flanders frontoWith greatlosses in killed, woundet, wheelers.and war material. Markle gains haws
been recorded in every forward neree-merit attempted by the allies and the
countee:sattacks of the Germans havebeen stiecessfully met throughout.
At the extreme left of the allies'line, where the French and Belgiantroops broke from NIIIIIPPort and ad-vanced as far as Lombaertzydta theallies reached the Lonizaertzdye roag
and by a brilliant offensive. action tookall the German trent-hes to the east ofSteeoatraate, capturing Iiitt-prtannwre-and three quick-firing guns cud gulp-ing .pearly 3S0 yards.
To the northwest of Lonihnertzyde,.between the town .and , the bathingbeach, the fighting among the sanddunes has developed with advantageto the allies, who have made consider-able progress with the aid of the Brit'lel ships, which directed a severe fireon the flank of the Germans, silenc-ing their artillery wherever it enteredthe engagemenL
MYSTERY IN CELEBRATION
Russians Retreat in Poland-Mysterh
Surrounds Fighting In Eaate-No
Detail* Given. •
London.-Although there seems nodoubt the Russians are retreating, andthat for the present any expertationsthe allies may have held for an earlyinvasion of Germany must be-rills.missed, considerable mystery - sti-r.rounds the reported decisive Germanvictory which Berlin celebrated
Vienna gives a few details of fight-ing In the east. The claim -is madethat the Russians hate been drivenfrom their positions north of the Car-pathian Mountains from Kroeno tiZakliczn, vi!hich would indicate thatpart of the southern line of railwayin Galicia again is In the hands of theAustrians and that Piotrkow and an-other Central Poland town hate beenstormed, but silence is maintained_asle North Poland, where the Germanvictory is said to have' been achieved.The (lemma official report dis•misses this battle With the statementthat "in Poland we are stlii.putsuingthe enemy, who continues to sit.
HOSPITALS ARE FILLIN6
Flanders Battle Grows More SevereAllies on Offensive From the
Coast to La B 
London --The Germans 'and Frenihioff, lal conimuelealtions do not disrlosemuch of what is gLang-on hilhe 'mot.but It Is apparent the allies are stillart the offensive from the coast to La!lessee and at other points. While no*marked advances are reported, theFront It claim progress and to have og.Ramrod the ground they gained duringthe preceding days. The Germans, enthe sailor-hand. asstert that the allies'attaeks ltihe been repulsed.
From the number of wounded reach-,ing the hospitals of both the Germansand the allies it is evident that flelit•Ing in Flanderd is more severe thanshown in the aerial disiuttchea. Cor-respondents report that the hospitalsMain are filling, while attune the Dutchborder vontinuoue &Hag can be heard
Carranza 'muse Decree.
Vera Cruz A 4e re, issued hi Carrani* provides that every ez federalcaught in arms wilf he *teemed with -Mil • trial Thls degree was_ i••110.1lasseaussi practically all the former federal arnic I. now with- Villa.
'MT Luis PO1oel Surrenders ISan Antonio, Teta ' Consul Mel. 0tran fikeked 11 message la the effect Iitwthat tolielas;alt•ymotriStisen. ii.nu!sthi.:ntic,;1. erne
bag 11111,ffidered-to rktVanaa.
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THI KITURAY =OIL KURZAT, IT.
The Last Shot
lit
FREDERICK PALMER
tt.ovrrIant. 154. Ur lluoler Scrttanar's Suns)
SYNOPSIS.
At their hen* en tier frontlet betaarratha ftrowns and ,:rays Marta tialland eelher mother. r/osrtalnIns ("'hotel Wastsrhog of th• (trays. •••••• Captain lAnstmn,staff IntrIllism', of11,-sr the ftr,,,wa,
Injorstl,ky • fall In his set,,pinn• Tenyears tater. iv...teeing. mat vice butreal ,hief of staff, rein/rm.... South LaTie nit,Illityra on war. ant Pt...4-1119h., onthn ...tourmalines asit.• of Illots.lf ant Marta, a Co Is Visiting In the IlayW..satelflow ealls on Marfa bine tslls tontof her'reaenhor ,h11,1rtrn the follies of warant Innrtlat patrt4olson. tress Alm to pro-want war while hir Is elder of stiff, antpredicts that If he make. war against tireBrowni he will not win.
--
CHAPTER III-Continued.
"You think I am Joking" she &eked
-Why, yes!"
"But I am not! No, no, not about
such a ghastly subject as • war to-
day!" She was leaning toward him,
hands on knee mod eyes burning like
croaks without • spark "r—she paused
as she had before she broke out with
the first Peelihreel- 1 will quote part
of our children's oath. 1 will Dot be
a coward It Is a °overt' who strikes
Crst. A brave man even after he re-
ceives a blow tries to reason with his
assailant, and dues not strike back un-
til he receives a second blow I shall
not let a burglar drive me frum my
house. If an enemy trine to take my
land I shall appeal le his sense of en-
tice and reason with him, but if he
then persists I shall fight for my
home. if 1 am eictorioes I shall not
try to take his land Out te make the
most of my own. I shall never cross •
frontier to kill my fellowmen.'"
Very impressive she made the oath,
leer deliberate recital of it had the
quality which justifies every word
with an urgent faith.
-You see, with that teaching there
can be no war," she proceeded. "and
those who strike'n111 be weak; those
Who defend will be strong."
"Perhaps." he said
"You would not like to see thou-
sands. hundreds of ttioueands, of men
killed and maltase, would your" she
demanded, and her eyes held the hor-
ror of the sight in reality. "You can
prevent it - you can!" Her heart was
In the appeal.
"The old argument! No, I should
not like to see that." he replied. "I
only do my duty as a !soldier to my
country."
-The old answer! The more reason
why you should tell the premier you.
Can't' Hut there is still another resao4
for telling him." she urged gently
Now he mew her not at twentyeeven
but at seventeen, girlish, the subject
of no processes of reason but in the
spell of an Intuition, and he knew that
somethiug out of the Wile in a flash
was coining.
-For you will not win!" she declared.
This struck fire. Square jaw and
sturdy body, In masculine energy, reso-
lute and trained, were set indomitably
against feminine vitality
"Yes, we shall win! We shall win!"
he said without. even the physical dern-
Onatration of a gesture and in a hard,
even voice which was like that of the
Machinery of modern war itself, a
voice which the aristocratic sniff, the
Louis XVI curls, or any or the old gal-
leryellselay heroes would have thought
utterly lacking In histrionics suitable
to the oc,etsion lia remained rigid
after he had spoken, handsome, self-
possessee
There was no use of beating femi-
nine fists against such • stone wail.
The :,.rce of the male was supreme.
She smiled with a strange. quivering
loosening of the lips. She spread out
her hands with fingers apart, as if to
let something rut: free from them into
the air, and the flame of appeal that
bad been in her eyes broke into many
lights that seemed to swatter into
space, yet ready to return at her corn'
mend. She glanced • at the clock and
ruse, almost abruptly.
"I was very strenuous riding my
hobby asainst plum. wasn't Ir. she ex-
claimed in • flutter of Alistraction that
=ade it easy for him it descend from
his own steed "I stated a feeling I
Made. a geese, a threat about your
'winning and all In the air. That's a
woman'. privilege; one men grant.
Isn't it,"
-We enjoy doing tr" he replied, all
orbanIty. ,
"Thank you!" she said simply. '1
must be at home In tIme for the chil-
dren's lesson on: Sunday. My sleeper
is engaged. end if 1 am not to mem the
train I must go Immediately "
With an lanitentable shock of regret
he realised that the Interview 
was
*ter. Really, he had had a very good
time; not lefty that, but--
"WIII it be ten years before we meet
'Calor he asked.
"Perhaps, uniees you change the
:rules about officers creasing the from
tier to take lea," she replied
' Even If I did; the vice-chief of staff
entitle hereily ge,"
' Then perhaps you meet wait." she
warned him, "until :the teacher* of
woes Nato done away with all froth
tiers "
"Oh If there laelfe wOr. I should
octet'!" he anevered hi kind,. lie hat
elated that tbia might start another
argument! and she woad miss her
train. Hut she made no reply 'And
jog may Oteitie to the GM 01144tal
1
•
again You are not through travellogi"
he added
This aroused her afresh; the name
was back in her eyes.
"Yes. I have all the memories of my
journeys to enjoy, all their bosom. to
study," she said. "There Is the big
world, and you want to have had the
breath of all its climates HI your lungs,
the visions of all its peoples yours.
Then the other thing Is three Acres
aud a cow. :If you could only have the
solidarity of the Japatietee, their pub-
lic spirit, with the old Chinese love of
family and peace, and a cathedral
nearby on a hill! Patrratient7 Why,
It is in the soil of your three acres. I
love to feel the warm, rich earth of our
own garden in my hands! Hereafter I
shall be a stay at-horue, and if my chil-
dren win." she held out her hand in
parting with.the same frank, earnest
grip of her greeting. "why, you will
find that tea Ls, as usual, at four-
thirty."
He had found the women of his high
official world-.e narrower world than
he realised-much alike. Striking cer-
tain keys, certain chords responded.
He could probe the depths of their
minds, he thought, in a single evening.
Then he passed on, unless it was in
the interest of pleasure or of his ca-
reer to linger. This meeting had left
his curiosity baffled. Ile understood
how Marta's vitality demanded actiam
which exerted itself in a feminine way
for a feminine cause. The cure for
such a fad was moat clear to his mas-
culine perception. What if all the
power she had shown In her appeal for
peace could be made to serve another
ambition! He knew that he was a
great man. More than once he had
wondered what would happen If he
were to meet a great woman And he
ould not see Marta Galland again
meets; war came.
CHAPTER IV.
Time, Have Changed.
The 53d of the Browns had started
for La Tit. on the same day that the
123th of the Grays had started for
South La Tir While the 124th was
going to new scenes, the 63d was re-
turnt g to familiar ground. It bad de-
ed in the capital of the province
m which Rs ranks had been recruit-
ed. After • steep Incline, there was •
!come bugle note and with shouts
of delight the centipede's legs broke
apart! Bankers', laborers', doctors',
valets', butchers', manufacturers' and
judges' sons threw themselves down
on the greensward of the embankment
to rest. With their talk of home, of
relatives whom they had met at the
station, and of the changes in the town
was mingled talk of the crisis.
Mean tole, an aged man was ap-
proachIng. At times he would break
int., • kind of trot that ended, after a
few steps, in shortness of breath, lie
was quite withered, his bright eyes
twinkling out of an area of moth
patches and he wore a frayed uniform
coat with a moiled -on the breast
"Is this the e3dr he quavered to
"It certainly is!" some one answered.
the nearest soldier.
"Come and join us, veteran!"
"Is Tenn- Toni Fragini here!"
The answer came from a big soldier,
who sprang to his feet and leaped to-
ward the old man.
"It's grandfather. as I live!" he -
called out, kissing the veteran on both
cheeks. "I saw sister in town, and
she said you'd be at the gate as we
marched by.-
"Didn't wait at no gate! Marched
right up to you!" said grandfather.
' Marched up with my uniform and
Stand off there. Tom, somedal on!
I can see you My word! You're big-
ger'n your father, but not higger'n I
was! No, sir, not higgern 1 was in
m y oar before -*et wmind sort o' bent
T110 over. They say it's the lead in the
blood. I've still got the bullet!"
The old man's trousers were thread-
bare but well darned, and the holes in
the tippers of his shoes were carefully
patched lie had • merry air of op-
enteral, hich his grandson had In-
herited.
"Well. TOM. how much longer you
got to serve- asked grandfather.
"Six months," answered Torn
"One, two, three. four, -"" grandfa-
ther counted the numbers og on his
fingers "That's good. You'll be In
erne for the spring ploughing My,
how you have filled out! Hut, some-
how, 1 can't get used to this kind of
uniform. Why,,I don't seat how a girl'd
be attracted to.,,rou naiwitikrani."
"They have 7tch-for .010 only
kind of soldiers there al% nowadays.
Not as gay as In your ?WY, that's sumo,
when toe were in the limiters, ohs"
• eye., was in the Husears in the
Hommel 1-leit you. with our &ochres-
a-gleaming, our horses' bits a jingling,
our pennons allying, and all the color
of CAM uniform-I tell you, the girls
used to *men their eyes al us And we
went Into the charge like thei -tea
sir, lost that' gay and grand Colonel
()attend trailing!"
aiellitary history mid that It had
been a rather foolish charge, a tirto
itglimpli (It atm Taltigtery of uuressott
Ins bravery that seemnplishes nothing,
but no one would suggest such sloop*
I Om of an immortal event In popular
Imagination le hearing of the old man
as he lived over that intoxicated rush
of hors... acid mutt into • batten' of
the Grays
"Well, didn't you find what I said
I was true about thy teeter:dere" asked
I grandfather after he had Meshed the
I charge, referring to the people of the
, southern frontier of the limiting, where
the 53d had just been garrisoned
"No, I kind of liked thern I made a
lot of friends," admitted Torn. "They're
very progreast•it.-
"Eh, eh? You're joking!" To like
the people of the southern frontier was
only less conceivable than liking the
people of the Grays. -That's because
you didn't see deep under them.
They're all on the outside-a flighty
lot! Why. If they'd done their part
in that last war we'd have licked tbe
Grays until they cried for mercy! If
their army corps had stood its ground
at Volmer-"
"So you've alwayn said," interrupted
Tom.
"And the way they cook tripe! I
couldn't stomach it, could you! And
if there's anything I am partial to it's
a good dish of tripe! And their light
beer like drinking froth! And their
bread-why, It ain't bread! It's chips!
'Taint fit for civilized folks!"
"But I sort of got used to their
ways." said Torn.
"Eh, eh" Grandfather looked at
grandson quizzically, seeking the cause
of such heterodoxy In • northern man.
"But I Won't Fight for Youl"
"Say, you ain't been falling in lover
he har.arded. "You-you ain't going to
bring one of them southern girls
borne!"
"No!" said Tom, laughing.
"Well, I'm glad you ain't, for they're
naturally light-minded. I remember
'ern well." lie wandered on with his
qu'estions and comments. Is it • fact,
Torn., or was you just joking when you
wrote home that the soldiers took so
many bather
"Yes, they do."
"Wall, that beats me! It's a wonder
you didn't all die of pneumonia!" Ile
paused to absorb the phenomenon.
Then his half-childish mind. Prompted
by a random recollection, flitted to an-
other subject which set him to gig-
gling. "And the little crawlere--did
they bother you much, the little crawl-
"The little crawlers!" repeated Tom.
mystified.
"Yee. Everybody used to get 'em
just front living close together. Had
to comb 'em out and pick 'ern out of
your clothes. The chase we used to
call it"
-No, grandfather, crawlers have
gone out of fashion. And no more oes•
demics of typhoid and dysentery
either," said Tort.
"Times have certainly changed!"
grumbled Grandfather Fragint.
' Interested in their own reunion, they
had 'paid no attention to a group of
Tom's comrade* nearby, eprawled
around a newspaper containing the
latest dispatches freer both capitals
"Fivemillion soldiers to our three
million!"
"Eighty million people to our fifty
million!"
"Itecause of the odda, they think we
are bound to yield, no matter if we are
In the right!"
"Let them coniel" said the butcher's
.on. "If we have to go, It will be on a
wave of blood."
"And they will come some time."
said the judge's son. "They want our
land"
"We gain nothing If we beat theta
back. War will be the ruts of homi-
ness." said the banker's son.
"Yes, we are prosperous now. Let
well enough alone!" said the menufse-
turer'n son
"Some 'fay It makes wagoit higher,"
said the laborer's eon, "ten I ant thifik-
Mg It's a poor way of raising rout
pa,"
"There_won't ho atiy-war." said the
banker's son. "There can't be without.
credit. 'I he banking Wee-feta aill
not petnilt . ,
"Thivrs can aterkys be wet!" elit4
Judge's sett, "always whew one people
determines to strike at ancither people
--OV011 if It bring* bankruDivr.“
"It eotild be a war that weull make
all others in history a-niers alsolleogio
otakirmithre. Every ahlesboatted na0.11
In line automatics • hndred shot* a
gernoto----gues • &hem shots a athlete
--and aeroplame and dirigibles!" saidT
the manufacturer's ma
"Ti, the death, too!"
"And not for glory! We of the 534
Who lIve on the frontier will be fight-
ing ror our borne."
"If we loge them we'll never get
them back. Better die than be beaten!"
He-bert Stransky, with daeopset
eyes, slightly squinting inward, and
heavy jaw, an enormous man -'who was
the best shot in the company when
he eared so be, had listened in silence
tu the oteers, his rather thick but es-
pressive *pa curving with cynicism.
His only speech all the morning had
been tne midst of the reception in
the public square of the town when he
said
"This jeene-coming doesn't mean
inuerh to me Hume* Heil! The
hedgerows of the world are my home!"
He appeared older than his years.
and hard and bitter, except when hi•
eyes would light with a feverish sort
of fire which stain.. as he broke into
a hill In the talk
'mprades." he began.
"Let us hear from the
Tory exclaimed.
"No, the anarchist!" shouted a So-
blat at
"There won't be any war!" said.
Eitranoky, hls voice gradually rising to
the pitch of an agitator reltehing the
sensation of his 0190 words. "Patriot-
istn la the playedeiut trick of the ruling
classes to keep down the proletariat.
There won't be any war! Why! Be-
cause there a-e too many enlightened
men on both sides who do the world's
work We of the 53d are • pro-
vincial lot: but throughout our army
there are thousands upon thousaads
like me. They tnarch, they drill. but
when battle comes they will refuse
to fight-my comrades in heart, to
whom the flag of this country means
no more than that of any other ooun-
try!"
"Hold on! The nag
cried the banker's son.
"Yes, that will do!"
"Shut up!"
Other voices formed
angry protest.
"I knew you thought it; now I've
caught you!" This from the sergeant,
who had seen hard fighting against
a, savage _foe in Africa and there-
fore wee particularly bitter about
the Bodlapoo affair. The welt of a
scar on the gaunt, fever-yellowed
cheek turned a deeper red as he seised
Stransky by the collar of the blouse.
Stransky raised his free hand as if
to strike, bui paused as he faced ills.
company's boyish captain, slender of
'figure, aristocratic of feature. His ha-,
dignatlon *as as evident as the ser-
geant's, but he was biting his lips to
keep it under contrel.
"You heard what he said, sir!"
"The latter part-enough!"
"It's incitation to mutiny! An
ample!"
"Yes, put him under arrest." _
The sergeant still held fast to the
collar of Straneky's blouse: Stransky
could have shaken himself free, as •
mastiff frees himself from a puppy,
but this wee resistance to arrest and
he had not yet made up his mind to
go that far. His muscles were weaving
under the sergeant's grip, his eyes
glowing as with volcanic fire waiting
on the madness of impulse for erup-
tion.
"I wonder if It is really worth while
to put him under arrest!" said some
one at the edge of the group in aintable
inquiry.
The voice came from an officer of
about thirty-flve, who apparently had
strolled over from a near by aeroplane
station to look at the regiment From
his shoulder hung the gold cords of
the staff. It was Col. Arthur Lanstron,
whose plane had te !mmed the Gel-
lands' garden wall for the "elegy
bump" ten years ago. There was some.
thing more than mere titular respect
In this -way the young captain saluted
--admiration and the diffident, boyish
glance of recognition which does not
presume to take the leal in recalling
a slight acquaintance with • man of
distinction.
"Dellarnie! It's all of two years
since we met at •Niles Oalland's. isn't
it?" Lanstron said, ghettos hands with
the captain. ,
-Yes, just before we were ordered
south," said Dellersse. obviously
pleased to be remembered.
"I overheard your speech," Inrstron
continued, nodding toward Stransky,
"It was very informing."
A crowd of soldiers was sow pre's-
tug mound Stransky, and In the front
rank was Grandfather Fragint.
"Said our flag was no botteen any
other flag, did her piped the old man.
"Beat him to a pulp! That's what the
!lessors would have done"
"If you don't mind telling It in puke
ho, Stransky, should like to know
your origin,- said Lanstron, prepared
to be as considerate of an anarchist's
private feelings as of anybody's.
Stransky soulnted his eyes down the
bony bridge of his nose and grinned
sardonically.
"That won't take long," be answered.
'lay father. so far as I could identify
him, died In jail and my mother of
drink"
"That was barely to the purple!" ob-
served Lan:Oren thoughtfully.
"No, to the red!" answered Straneky
savagely.
• "I moan that It wait hartti,v. inclined
In make you take a roseate view of life.
as a bacullful thing in a well-ordered
'world where fahers crf fortune are
evenly ditetributerd." continued 1A0-
stroll
-neither ff. make sec rejolee la the
opo Cti a new order . of thinos--tlis
reerestion of society" Straltillt7 Sto
tared the sintiMent with the WM!
l
Outfit pride of a who knows Mit
isitl-hook thoroughly
Aly this Uwe the ciebbael otenaisti•
Socialist!" a
Is sacred!"
a chorus of
ing the regiment, who liss Motteed IMO
excitement from • distance, •ppeareu,
earring a gap for his pastime through
the crowd with sharp words. He, too,
recognised Laustron. After they bad
shaken hands, the colonel scowled as
he heard the situation explained, with
the old sergeant, still holding fast to
Stressity's collar, • capable and In-
sisteot witness for the prosecution,
while Stransky, the fire in his eyes
dying to cocas, stared straight ahead-
"It is only a suggestion, of course,"
said Lanstron, speaking quite se a
spectator to avoid the }mutt indic•tion
of interference with the coleuses au
thority. "but it seems possible that
Stransky has clothed his wrongs in a
garb that could never set well on his
nature If he tried to wear It in prac-
tice. lie Is really an individualist. En-
raged. he would fight well. I should
like nothing bettor than • forest of
Stranskys If had to defend 'a redoubt
In a last stand."
"Yes, he. might fight." The colonel
looked hard at Stransky's rigid profile,
with its tight lips and cbin as firm as
if cut out of stone. "You never knew
who will fight in the plm they say
Put that's speculation. It's the ex.
aniple that 1 have to deal with"
"He is not of the insidious, plotting
type. Ile spoke his mind openly," sug-
gested Lanstron. "If you give him the
limit of the law, why, he becomes a
martyr to persecution. I should say
that his remarks might pass for bier-
rack-room gassing."
"Very well," said the colonel, taking
the shortest way out of the difficulty.
"We will memo the first Offense" '
"Yea sir!" said the sergeant me-
chemically as he released his grip of
the offender. "We had two anarchtsti
In my company in Africa," he observed
in loyal agreement with orders. "They
fought like devils. The only trouble
was to keep them from sh.00ting inno-
cent natives for sport."
Stransky's collar was still crumpled
on the nape of his neck. He remained
stock-still, staring down the bride* of
his nose. For a full minute he did not
vouchsafe so much es a glance upward
over the cheroot in his fortunes. Then
he looked around at Innetron glower-
ingly.
"I know who you are!" he said.
"You were born in the purple. You
have had education, opportunity, pose
lion-everything that you and your
kind want to keep for your kind. You
are smarter than the others. You
would hang a man with spider welts
Instead of hemp. But I won't fight for
you'. No, 1 won't!"
• He threw back his head with a de-
termination in his defiance so intense
rthat it had a certain kind of dignity
that freed it of theatrical affectation.
"Yes, I was fortunate, but perhaps
nature was not altogether unkind to
you,- said Lanstron. "In Napoleonic
times., Stransky. I think you might
even have carried a marshal's baton in
your knapsack."
"You-what rot!" A sort of triumph
played around Stransky'e full lips and
his jaw shot out challengingly. "No.
never against my comrades on the oth-.
em' side of the border!" he co&luded,
his dogged stare returning.
Now the colonel gave the order to
fall In; the bugle sounded and the cen-
tipede's legs began to assemble on the
road But Stransky remained a statue,
his rifle untouched on the award. He
seemed of • mind to let the regiment
go on without -him.
"Stransky, fall in!" called the ser
geant.
Still Stransky did not move...A com-
rade picked up the rifle and fairly
thrust It Into his hands.
"Come on. Bert, and knead dough
with the rest of us!" he whispered
"Come on! Cheer up!" Evidently his
"comrades liked Stransky
"Nu!" roared Stransky, bringing the
rifle down on the ground with a heave
blow.
MO BE CONT1NI-ED
TOOK AWAY HIS APPETITE
- -
Lover of Mince Pie Had Decided Ob
Section to Shoring the Delicacy
With Restaurson Cat.
rtittl recently Detective Sergeant
Tim Bailey was • lover of mince pie
Today it anyone offered him a baker-
full of mince ptie he. would turn ot
his heel and do a quick countermarch
Figuratively he hes had his laof lb.
good old pastry. -7--
At dinner tines-gee day not lont
ago Bailey went tato a. tittle restaurant
mar the pt Justice "Three
hoped eggs, a cup of Java and a 1211e
14 wedge ot mince Me" he told tb.
waiter.
Bailey polished off the eggs ant
coffee in great shape, and then at
tacktifi the pie He had just helot
Chen • big black cut that had beet
reroofing on the counter a few feel
away awoke. stretched. struck at a
vagrant fly with a chubby paw, anc
then lesped into' the display window
of the place The window was laden
with delicacies to allure the Stage)
passerby. '
The first thing that Tabby made for
was the resettles of the pie that had
been cut for Palley. Kitty's first bit.
was Bailey's la Ho dropped his
fork with a icanlist%tacheet for his hat
and rushed up to the counter.
"Sa-a-y.'" be cried, "what are you
hymning hifiCit feetnitreef or a ken'
net club" Ile paid his bill; anti was
away down the street before the
dated keeper of the place could Caleb
his breath --New York limes.
!HARD TO RETRENCH
Problem That Confronts the Ad-
ministration.
_
Situation Created by Y•ar• of Repub.
Ilcan Mtgrule Can Not Lindy B.
Nit-What Economy Might
Have Accomplished.
_
We may as well recognise now as at
any time that retrenchment is the
hardest thing • government ten ac-
complish. Economy Is easy romperml
with retrenchment They are not in
the larger sense synonymous terms,
by any means. Ecoreauy might have
been practiced In the building up of
the pension system, but it was not; re-
trenchmeut would be tit go back over
the job and make it right by purging
the rolls and getting the fingers of
frauds and fakers out of thin treasury,
and giving the' government's bounty to
the deserving only, but any seggestion
of that character would never be ac-
ceptable to the Republicans.
Economy might have kept a world
of unnecessary and indefeneible =-
peniles out of congress, but retrench-
ment would be to go back and abolish
extravagance, free seeds, mileage
graft, abuse of the franking PrIvileff•
and others of minor character. But
no Republican would listen to such a
proposition.
Economy might have prevented the
packing of the executive departments
with cltitnsy administrative systems
which necessitate the employment 'ref
thousknds of clerks that are not really
essential to the public service; re-
trenchment would mean to install com-
mon-sense business methods, minus
red tape, and dispense with the serv-
ices of unneeded employees. No Re-
publican would ever-consent to that.
The Republican wants his public
buildings or his river appropriations
just as the Democrats do, and he will
raise sand unless he gets them.
All this being true, and it likewise
being true that the business of the
government continues to grow as the
popultojon grows, as the business and
industry of the country grow, naturally
the government's expense will _grow.
If the government were not extrava-
gant in any respect, if its financial
operations were exactly right, every
year would mark some increase of the
appropriations, because as the et:Witty/
develops and the population increases
the governmental machinery will have
to increase. Therefore a slight in-
crease of expense from year to year is
not obilectionable. -
What is objectionable are the top-
heavy systems, the pension abuses and
the numerous other extravagances
which the Republicans have installed
and for which the Democratic adminis-
tration must now provide bec-..use it
cannot at a single blow dispense with
them.
Political Possibilities.
In view of sufficiently self-evident
facts is not a very considerable flock-
ing of Progressives to President W1I-
son among the political possibilities
of the next two years' In connection
with, this possibility another thought
suggests Resat:
Has not President Wilson a great
opportunity in this situation to gain
useful, and not unneeded, recruits by
somewhat broadening his position and
attitude---by beconeng somewhat leas
the leader of a partisan organization
and somewhat more the representative
of all voters who cherish the wider and
nee to thought of governmental active.
tiee, duties and responsibilities! Mr.
Wilson stands for that thought in the
Democracy. Could he not, and should
he not, welcome the Progressives as a
grbat body of voters available to sup-
port policies on which he and they are
so largely in agreement!
President's Word of Promise.
It 'has already been preyed that the
United States can withstand the
shock of a foreten war far better than
it can withstand the devastating as-
saults of harmful legislation from with-
in our own borders. The firm convic-
tion already held and now re-enforced
by rresident Wilson's etatemeat that
aettaults ewse saver Is all that
,.,iaded, business required to make- it
-atain-enward with a rush. -Philade/
phh.--Public Ledger.
Call for Co-Operation.
The way to bring about good times
.s clear. it 
 istoneecto-'ssoapreyrW,
 however,
his
There. Sy talking good times and
vorhing In that Jirection the United
-hetes will have the factors of halcyon
erosperitit operative wises the wro
zloses
-Majority Is Large Enough.
The Democrats came out as well 111
the eongreesional elections as they
could reasonably expect in an "off
veer." The Denrocretk• majority in
the Sixty-fourth congress Is quite
large enough for efficient party
work.
Sharpens the Appetit,.
Jokeletgh t entities Subbeht4e-”Alitl:
you :have a wientistene. tete *
r
t edit oti a chill apPotitar thlab
ItZbe-''CatiainlY! fin tern the
handle long 9190041W.
Dernoceets Sustained.
The Itaileenioaelem of 'protected in.
!tonight 100%1411W finitnee 1* entitled tit
all tlut twatiefelstion it can extract from
the fnet-ftioLlhe voter has given the
Democracy of Wilson a safe working
mejoritt in 1E-0 house and a quairm
pled melority in the eettatit
. Making its appeal to aginniktenr.d
public conscience and thought the
stateetennehip and highoeleded patri-
otism or wittiest and Breen al* eater-
tate an WM 61 IMO Ifekellebafhill AS
Penrose. Cannon, tongeorth. oh%
who are-again in evideace,
•
4
be-
s
it
-
-•.
•
. • ,
better you %%ant to go I ight out,
and toll ether sufferers about
Sloan'e. 0.et a bottle of Sloan'e;
Linim•7nt for n;# cents of any
druggjet. _Mekehave it in the I
house—against Sore and Swollen
"Joints, Lumhavo. Seititica and
•toir•••••••••••••....0....••••....••••••••••••. egillentsweenswasseidsilgailidailleeeae-
el• .•••••••••••••-•.
•
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some are holding. 'rho strop is 1:j
sotenuch niore then half pieked. 
I.  HAZEL HIGH . LiThere Is plenty i gams here. GRADED SCHOOLd such as rabbits, quails andwolves. All have reasonably
good health. There ate lute of
Kentucky people here, seems
most like home. We have not
had any winter here yet. butThe Maylleid Messenger is a months in this country. She has 
little frost.• I
self-appointed selector of guber- been a missionary for many 
Papas health has improvednatorial timbes. The past week Years and has been located at I have two prune dogs. smne.Hon. Chas. K.. Wheeler was various places. This service will 
beer killed a jack rabbit andchosen by the Messenger as be participated in by all the 
one rattle snake. I have perkedabout the best "what is," but churches and a special program ufl and worked in a
ressince that time Mr Lemon has has been prepared for the oc- taurant some. I would likedecided that Congressman Bark- casion and a general invitation to hear from the Boy Scouts.
'
ley is the big pea in the dish for is extended the public to attend. Papa says he willies 0. J. Jen-
a
the pl:c e Lord knows, we wish The services will commence at ning was out here to go olfthat postotlice appointment could 2:30 o'clock prompt. The pro-be made at an early date, gram is as follows:
Keep it Handy for Rheumatism.' 
Voluntary C49: "Praise the e
No use to squirm and wince Opening Hymn-635: "Christ
1T neg.Mrs. Solomon that, got El
Saviour."
and try to wear out your Rheuma- for the World." burned to death in Marshall
county was mamma's sister, we
tient. It will wear you out in-i Prayer.-Rev. Green.stead. Apply some Sloan's Lin-! Duet: "He That Goeth Forth" 
received the sad nees the day ,ment. -Need not rub it in- just —Mesdames Hughes and Swann. 
she got burned. LIlet it penetrate ; all through, the , Scripture Lesson. Rev. Has- Let the Ledger come on, we
yaffected parts, relieve the For all tr to read it first. Luck tost...! sell. 
the Leeger aed my old S:out D
ness and draw the pain. . YOU' Anthem. — Christian Church -get ease at once and-feel sn *chi Choir. M
astY7otr.tr
.
 fer •T Boy Seete.,
I' I;$ Brand in.
"hih 
LI
Introduction. — Rev. W. J.
Beale._ _
Address. -Miss A bee Waters..
. Song: "Yes My Native Land .
Leave Thee."
Benediction.
The ladies of the Missionarylike ailments. Your money tack Society of the Methedist churchif not sati-tied, but it dors kiVe will-give a reception. for Mist-almost instant relief. Buy a hot-! Waters to all the ladies of Mur-tle to-day. :ray at the J. D. Sexton home
next Tuesday afternoon from
2:3:1 until 5.
Frets-Me-Caeley, Tea.
Union Farewell Services.
The chwches will hold
hunting, they catch one most
every day and tell Lowry Allen
and Kit Redden to come and go Li
A 11:XAS WONDER. In
The ;seas verses
: •y tied bled:der -troubles, cLs-
A•_ItTsh irravtl. cures •diseietis e
sak and lame hacks, rliseenea-
Iren, and nil ireexiileritics of the
keir.eye and bledder in both men
and women. Regulates bladder
trout,ies in chielren. U eot sold
by yeer druggls' 
'mall on receint nr $1.0e. One
ervice next Sunday after- 
, small bottle is t-eo mon' hs' reat-
noon at the Meth:dist church in McCauley, Tex., Dec. 7, 1914 merit. and seldom fails to perfect
honor of Mise Alice Waters. a Dear Ledger:- 
a cure. Seed for Keatueky
missioaary to Cnina, and v.11, I promised several- friends reetheentele. Dr. E. - flee,
leavesat an early date th. re- that I wout.d Write to them, so 292i: Olive Street, St. Louie-, Mo., n
sunk her duties in the Celeiitial lewrite to,all through the Led- sew by dregyeeesempire. _Miss Waters has been ger,
spending a vaeation of several Thi- He a fine country, h
LI
R
a Try an al , Ledger.
Saturday Specials
1 bag of Omega F:eUr.....; ...... .... 90..
1 bag of Cyclone Flour  . Toe
1 bag of Straigt Run Flour  . -60c
140 pound bucket Snow Drift f
1 
Istiti.." $1.00 
-5 pound bucket Snow Drift L 
,
ard • - -50c,
-7 
1-10 pound backet Pure Lardt - . t $1:40
31,, pounds Standaectinaporat4d ITeaches e-eec
2i., pounds Fancy Evaporated Peaehes, - '( the 15. cent. leipe 1 . • : . ,.. .;.... .
4 pond Soup Beans .   254
pounde Kidney Beans  , .  2.5c3 pounds Lima Beane".  2.5c• 4 pounds %%bite Peas   '25c3 large Cane Horniey' . 29c
3 lailie cang•Tomatoes 
, 
25e
3 late° cans Pumpkin  25e .3 ars-re eine Apples  25:3 ea, s Fancy Corn  25e
4 cans Standard Corp  2.1,O cans Soaked Peas .. 25c1 can Imported Peas 
3 boxes 10: C. 
25c
3 box s 1"c . oiled Oats 
- n Fakes  25c
ele
3 boxes Post Toastiese . ._  • 25c3, box ••_'s Minced Mea' • • -- , 2-5c3-1Cc packages Shredded cocoanut .... 25c6 4e p et' k ages: Sit rec ded Cocoanut •  •25e.6 c txixes ardises e  ?Lc.• 6 bars Lau .dry Seap any kind)   Leece
-
(Jr buy tIss saine Roasted Coffee 
peus:nd Granulated Sugar
1 peck Irish Potatoes 
1 peck Wine Sap Apples"' 
1 peck Meal 
blishel Meal  
1 g.allen Coal Oili
1 ;Tanen Apple Vinegar' 
1-package Arbuek les Coffee -1 can Luzianne Ceffee 
I pound, Nice Raisins
•1 pounds Nice Raisins
- 3-12 qur.ce loexes Seeded Raisins6 5: cave Pet breed Evapora:ed Mirk .
41
eelieiond ve-elind Marls Penper ......3 boxes Soda 
3 box's Matches
1 pound Full Cream Cheese ..
doeen Florida Oranges ......hdozen Nice Lemons
Any 25c article•in the house, 2 far .3 PA! ceit'es Sweettliocolate 
6-5c cakes :Sweet Chocolate 
-..1()c. packages Figs 
ieecpackages Figs 
3 boxes Currants or Dates 
21 Tommie Granulated Su-gar ,S1,00With 6 aounds..20c Roasted Coffee  el 00
10c
25e
%zee
- 25c
ale
LI
The next term promises to be a Record Breaker for the school in
number of pupils. An Extra Teacher has been employed to assist in the
work after Christmas. 11;] Classes in Ho Year high School and Sub-
ninth Grade will be organized at the opening of the next term.
All persons desiring to take the examination for Certificate or Diploma
should enter the Teachers' Class for better preparation. The school is
prepared to give you any clasAication you may desire. The same text
books that are used in tht: turai ahools are used in the grades of this school.
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Thc Facu.re'y is Composcd'af,thq. _Folisnviriti Teachers:T. R. Jones, Principal. Harrison Fitch, 2nd Ass;:tant. Principal.Miss Ruth itinibow, Ass't Prin. Miss Mavis Wel., Intermediate Dept.Bradie Denham, Primary Dept.
Board and FLInishd Roo:is Can be Secured in Good Humes fel $10 to $12 per Month.
TUITION:
Primary Departuient, per month
littertr..cd.ate Department, per monthFifth rnd S.xth Grades, per month
Seventh and Eighth Grades, per MonthTeachers: Course, per month
High School, per month •
•
All persens Ll Calloway County holdingwill get thc la,....nefit of free tuition in,the High School Department
$1 25
150
2.50
3.00
3.00
3.50
Certificates or Diplomas
I or Further Information See or Write
an
111..1••• .•••••••
Friday, December 18„ closes the first term of the Hazel High and
Graded School. This has been one of the most Successfa,l.acTeiormnsof wsince
the organization of the school. 4! ]ht'5,..hool will take 
a at
weeks for the holidays, and
LI
LI
LI
WILL REOPEN JANUARY 4, 1915.
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T. R. JONES, Prin., - Hazel, Ky. Ei
DEDDEEEDITTEIREIDEDDEICEODE
15c ,
became .die.1. near O ____ __ --live 
in that county. 
..z...-,  a county of _C9e.state, it • ai had --The third court house was
-. - -
•-"- ;5:c' onTlyhethrfiresete‘ovuaartbhuoilutsnets. 
Since Marehall county 
loga and 1.ilt twenty-six years ago or inlees. Olt :he ground where th.• .7,e.....`rereek'"'"'1"rne'uo`e,w te
. 
....5c and erected by Francis Clayton,
Isas utiol , ar• •• ..,old one stood. M. hewman A: ealeesee........e25e about 1S'et, but in IS-17 it was Co. of New Albany. Ind., ere.
The Rtatort Court House.-
3 10c boxes National Cakes er Crackers 25c6-5c boxes Natio)Pat Cakes or Crackers •.eic
Pnces on Above Hold Good Until the First of the Year
No Lithit to_ These- Prices--• Buy all You Want
s Heneenon, who lived an
' v."*k was thme CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTSLexi•
found to . be insufficient to the 
thien 
no 
. -
eonnta.acstite-sht architect.: and John Me-business of the county and it K 
was sold to the man who built This same M. Lewman & Co.,it in 1347 for $26 00. are the contraetors who built theIt was located near the south excellent court house. in May-e east corner of thei. square where field. —it stood for Only a few year. The oldeart house which ha4.....rtm aerond: _court. -1u:owe - %In '-ti-xiti it Ben torilo't 41 )ears was
' l 
4. 
erected in841. at a Costof $6. - , not perittrieninth or large enough
,
000, and as built exacely ,on tir convenient enough for the, the spot where the new
which let4 just', court honer was- advocated, but
T-ourt etiusiness and eonsequently anew'hbouse wait built,
down.urned 
, it took aft act of the legislature! The principal contractor of the to authorize the fiscal court tosecond court hone.. was Tom Mc- I build tree_neesehosese awl forthat:Elwratth- who resided' between purpesesthe court appropriatedMayfield- and Old -- Vildesboro,1$14,000- all of which was used in
W. McELRAT
NO. 4 ___DECEMBER 19; -
•
- sett-r lo tell; 4411.I.•
with light ..ars and ..•11likilbrown spot 011 top of head; answer*.
nanie to. "Ethlie." Send intur-
ttlath.ti t • the Ledger (mire.
. •-;
furnishing and completing it.
. It is said -that -this Was the
beat housieof the kind ever built
in Kentucky for steel a small
amount.
At first there was much oppo-
sition to the building of it, but
as soon as it was built, every-
body was glad of it
,  ilee,then. court house.that-
- Thursday. Tenting-.seitIChlifd an insurance of $15.000 on it and its contents.
a
• •••
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EAST SIDE COURT SQUARE
MURRAY, : KENTUCKY
Murray to spend their holiday
vacation with parents. -- s
Attemk was made to rob Bu-
ry Bros store Sunday 'night at
about 8:30 o;clock. The would-
be robber was effecting an en-
trance through a window up-
stairs in the front of the build-
ing and in the hallway when
Adolphus Bucy, who sleeps in
the building and had just re-
terned from church, opened fire
.1 INERV0054
PEOPLE
are usually thin and easily
worried. •leep does not re-
fresh and thli' system gets weskei'
and weaker.
Scott's Ernalaian corrects nervouv-
ecm by force of nourishment - it feeds
the nerve centres by dintributing en-
(ivy •ntl power all over the body.
Don't resort to alcoholic misturee
or thug conctx-tioins.
Cm SCOTT'S EMULSION I..
-jeer fleffell
Emeionve
eto fr•mort• scotrs.
tv BOY 0441.40:1411111T4A111 IT.
4 -
!
1
1 r
•
a
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a
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• • The largest and most sanitary
AL and PERSONAL candy factory in the world is•• • making Liggetts Chocolate for•
mu Suggestions.
Suggest ions we ofTer for
Christmas shoppers. Everyone
of the very highest quality.
• P.:arl Handle Pocket Knives
se.th Cases.
Safety Razors $1.00 to $5.00.
Rood! Dollar Watch.
Eastman Kodak $1.00 to $20.
Hand Mirrior.
Ink Stands.
Flash Light*.
Tennis Rackets and balls.
Foot Balls.
Basket Balls.
Bibles and Testaments.
Music Rolls.
Box Stationary $5 00 to 10e.
Violet Dulce Toilet outfits.
Case Pipes.
Box Cigars.
Combs and Brushes.
Fine Package Perfumes.
Correspondence Cards.
Fine Note Cases.
Purses.
Card Cases.
Fine Razors. Guaranteed.
Books for all ages.
Shaving Outfits.
Liggetta Fine Chocolate $5.00
to 40 cents.
Dolls of various sizes and
prices.
It will be to your advantage
•rate ly, vt ithout griping to visit our store. before making
Your Ilerse wants a Blanket an -v. itheut bad after Effects. your Christmas perehases.
• Dale & Stubblefield, The RexaileMin..-ree'Sichile and I larneas Co. 2:.c. at all drug stores. Store.
J. M in. Maailor, of Calloway , • I) ei't let Your Itoroe or Mule
has ii.Jvc.1 to his farm St.: 4 up 'without a Blanket. Any skin itching is a temper
year.- -ParG.Parisian. They don't Chat much.- -Murray tester. The more you sce:tch
Saddle awl Harness Co. the worse it itches. Doan'sI want to sell evens' picture in
Ointment is for piles, ecz-rra -
my house and I Will Make the Marvin Ethridge, a negro who •
any skin itcieg. LOc at all drug
price suit you. ---J. H. Churchill. was confined in the city lock-up
stores.
Now is the time for florae for a minor cl'fense made his 
ea.
cape Monday niirht. --Paris pci• The_ city council has appro-Blankets.- NItiarray Saddle- end
Harness re. -74:
•
I.
s
..1•1•=111.11.1=••••
.s
TIIMM" sseses.o. .
GREETINGS oe
LET us not -talk shop" during this season of holi-dav happiness. I.et us forget everything but the
Christmas spirit of good cheer and the ioy of the
New Year.
W E thank our patrons for all past favors; we wishyou the merriest kind of a Merry Christmas,
and we hope that the New year will prove a soii
twelve months of I lappiness and Prosperity.
4.4 t,e JOE T. PARKER
LOC
Cme in and price the pictures
and take them. J. II. Churchill.
Big stock of Heavy Lap Robes
--Murray Saddle and Harne,s Co.
Eggs ceunt as mottos' at John-
son & Broach's 5, 10 and 25c
Store.
PLc'urcal_Picturcall
If the: is what yda
can find , them at J.
chill's.
Egg.. at :10 emits a d
buy Christmas goods a
and ̀25.: Store.
Pictures!! A loasehold remedy in meri-.oeople of the city to -realize that )4
a ant eau., ca for 25 years-Dr. Thomas' i the Christmas season is abroad'
II. Chur- ectric Oil. For cuta, sprains,
"Sc ariel in the land. A committee from,b r  .seal.ds.._ bstoaes„ 
the churches will assist in tE'lc at all drug stares.
ozon will • !distribution of the fund.• -C. M. . rfega and wife, oft lo
* you this Christmas.- Dale &
Stubb!etield.
Your Horse or Mule would like
to see you coming with a Blank-
et. -Murray Saddle and Harness
Doan's R.Tulets are .recom
mended by many'who say they
11 CHRISTMAS GIFTS
priated '.:;.Of) of the city funds to ,
be used in assisting the poorl r
"as
The store of Bu Brown, of 1Owensboro, came in the past'
; Brown's Grove  destroyed
va,
Johnson kliroach's 5, lo and d 
edger has not been able to
er, of Paris, . are. 'organizing a •
25e Stare is ftill, and in trhn,' al- Knights and Ladies of Honor 
learn the Particulars of the fire,
:h 
- , r
ough Santa was tail arid slim. lodge at llurray.-- 
but understand that Mr. Brown
-Paris Pari• ; carried some insurance.
Fine Cigars and Pipes make ma a. The residence and all of its' 
'aii.avassas. eige Wheiguaw'‘11111111111Pr'4111111111111W111,141111111•1Prm111111111111111Y
very oxc •ntathle gifti-....oniplete Mrs. A. J. G. Wells, of Frank- 41111.11111......oLaVata.411\ AdlaillikaA111111.11
11u1111.1.11111\ 4111M111iL IIIMMIa.I11111111111\
' 
assoranitae. - 1a Saibbh-.. fort. was in the city the past 
belongings owned and occupied
U ST received, a large stock ol Jewelry
in all the Newest and most Up-to-date
Designs, suitable for persons of all ages.
Do Your Christmas Shopping Early
while you can get first 4ioice of our large
stock of up-to-the-minute Presents for'Par7., .
ents, Wives, Sweethearts or Friends.
We have all the Latest Designs on the
market in.. Solid Gold and Gold Filled
Goods, also Diamonds and Cameos in La
Valliers, Rings, etc.
PRICES REASONABLE - QUALITY GUARANTEED
ALL KINDS OF ENGRAVING AND MONOGRAM
WORK DONE IN THE SHOP.
H. B. BAILEY, JEWELERweek to be the guests of rela- • • 
V.
• by fire Thursday night of -last.Lap Rel) and Horse Blank- tisea in the county for some sev-
week. The bulk of the stock fets.-Murra., eral days.
ness Co. . • 'goods were al
so .estroyed. Th•-
Mesdamos Freeland arid Sny-
b U -
field. , week for a short visit. She was 
ylus Cunningham, north of
on Kirkeey, were destroyed by fire wasdater carried to the home of
Mia4 Rie.t, Parker-is at home • 
enroute to Newbern, Tenn., 
. , last Sunday afternoon. The fam- his parents and was buried Wed-
from M, Creeshore. Tenn., where 
a visit to relatives. ily was away from home, visit_ nesday afternoon. Mr. Patter-
.-
she has been a student in the. 
Make Corn and hay in the ing at the home of Jessie Swift. son was killed on a train l
ast
, wig
Tennes.•.: Woman Callege. 
nter by buyin Blankets for when the fire occurred, and noth- week near Ft. Bliss, Texas. The
your stock and they like to- keep
We are. making 'Extra :ood warm same as Yeti.- Murray 
ing was saved. We understand full particulars of his deathi- '
For Reht.-- -Nice 5.room dwel!- selools of Paducah. came in the 
Pate Wells, died at the home of 
lar army for about 14 years.
her son, John Wells, in this city. Miss Mary Coleman, 
student
ing in fine neighberhe0. on Be- latter part of the past week to in
ford street. geed water and out spend the holidayswith home-
last Saturd y evering at about Trannsylvania, le
xingtoa:
buildings.-- lee T. Parker l'ha folk.
-is o'clock ef the infirmities of Misses Rexie Brookg, 
Adrain
..11 ,...
She was about 77 years of Barnett, Eine Baker a
nd Hal
We are the only Haus 
age. • in this
We have soineinice Lila Itahes age and one of the best and Jeppings, -students 
in the State
that weuid make a nice ,.0 -.fist. .coun
ty that buy Lap-Ribes from
na.s gtft.s-Murray SA! and the Mil 
that make thcm, 
most widely known women of University. Lexington:
 1obt.
rALla you
Har. ess 
never get an ld Stock Rcbe and
the county. She is survived by Schroeder and John 
Wear, of
i' .. . 
o 
, two sons, John and Henry Wells, the Louisville School 
of Pharme-
' . ihsalvs get a better price.-Nlur- M El
Miss Ethel Thornton has re•
turned home from a I extended
visit to C.olorado. Her health
isanoch improved by the sool-• •
Blanks,: your Horse and it
will be Spring time. all the
Lae. with him-Murray Sadtile
and lierriesa Co. •
Oar Chri-tmas Statienary has
never ••••, • sterdhd: this Ct,"*":
maa. 1.0 Dal.
your Her,e•
send lite war, if 30ti do, buy
hint inkei --Murray Sodlt•
a ;d fiurnt:s Co. •
Co , and tw
o daughters. Mrs. Dellum cy: John Rowlett. 
Tom c -
rev addle and HarnesS ' Purdom and Mrs. Alvis Purdom. rath and Jack Dycua,
 Castle
Mi•s Nance, teacher in the, 
th
The reinains were buried Mon- Heights, Lebanon, Ten
n:: Stan.
,s2neels of Boston, K. arrived; ay in e Ivey grave yard. ley Houston. 
Brandon-Huges,
hoMe the latter part of' the past, 
d 
week 1.) spend the vacation with! 
Springvilthr Tenn., and Hugh
Mrs. NtcClain's Experience With Melugin. Jackson, Tenn.. Busi-
her parents. Croup nem coneke, --have arrived in
For Sale.--- My Pool Hall, in • .' 
Paris.. only one in town, a mon- 
When my boy, Ray, was
ey getter. Reason for selling, small he was subject to croup•
eeing 0:1 the read. A bargain:and I iv as always alarmed at
taael at once. Al. ' M. N.:AV- ouch times. Chainberlain's Cough
Plop. tf Rhmedy proved far better than
Mis Vera Dunn, a teacher in any other for this 'trouble. It
:he Paeucah schasee _ arrived always relieved him quicky. I
here the letter pert the past Lam never a•ithout it in the house
week to spnd:eShe ya ation 3vith i 
her pareets J. C. Dunn 
andfor I know it is a positive cure
wife. c• I for croup." writes 
Mrs. W. R.
 MeClain, Blairsville, Pa. hot.
price on Lap Rub and have by Saddle and Harness Co. 
that there was :•:1.050 -insurance have not been received.' He
el 
far the best stock in the county.
on the house and contents. was about 37 years of 
age and
Miss Nina Rudd _ and Tommie
-.Murray Saddle and !tamale Co. teacher in the public Mrs. Wells, widow of the late 
had been a soldier in the regu-
'Kirkland, s
!sale by all dealers.
.11eadStopped UD? Can't Breathe? The home of W. M. Waterfield,"
Try the New External Trearment was damaged by fire and waterformer residence of A. Downs,
i tn Ess. Main Cross Street, the
ler. that. are inhalisi ;t, every-
in Salve Form Oyer Threat breath, through the :Or passAgea to the
aid Chest Rotteviss by leitalstitta
.-, • ,ag4ibeorptitta,_
Vapor treatment/1.am best for all in.
Ilhonnistion of the air rintsages. The
vapors carry the metheation iliecet to
the inflamed 'airfare without &shit-Nag
the stomach 84.4 Internal medicines.
A cheap anti very convenient vapor
ent is a good - application of
Ari;Ve "Vsp.0-1tub" Croup &nil Pnimi-
rn nla Fah., ovir the throat snip Orel.,
emered ..ith it warm ilarinel cloth. The
._,-,Atody heat releame Tapers of ThytnolL
• lirtietanitot. Menthol, carhphor, and rine
Sunday afternooa to the extent
af several hundred dollars. The
hinge 11..-e• "q"r-i "l'en tin.' sir l'ab' fire originated in the room occu-
Amern.s, 10.,sen the phl.trui. and heal the
reetr-atariama-_ 141,-4hg .eeta_ is -its the pieat by. Harry Morris and _ wife
'beg* iieoz . hot *"t t""0- t. "1"'n tho and cohsicierable damage re-
is.rett. %let a hi that) ahwirlielt through
the *Lin, taking out that tightnetts.ami stilted before the flamee rauld
.,.reller.A. • be extinguished. The loss is
A lit Vick'a applied up the noldrila .:f0 
t
„„ I 4 „ qf pitus ic„,.. is „ 1,,,Ty ,deid covered by inatirance.
f.b. bem idal and catarrh and 'willTs-
i i,, ,,,,,, ,,,,,,,. of b,,,ini, ,aose and nom, The body of Wyatt 1Pktterson,
rolgis. Vick's is also excellent for eon of J. A. Patterson and wife,,
A iihma. Bay Fever. and Ilmnehial .or the east side of the county.
Troubles. Three size% 0 atl tlealonra.
;-lopriaa urn. - - ,- --- 'and a brother Ad -.Sheriff 4. -A.__.
.WarScPcluP "d'Iftst zionia JA E
Patterson, was received here
Tuesday on the 'loon train. It
ion the inthuder. It is said that!
the shot from the gun used by i
!Mr. Buey passed the would-be
' burglar at the head of the stair-
way but that the robber passed,
the shot at the foot of the stairs.
IA cap was found and is suppos-
ed to belong to the person mak- •.
endeavor to enter the build-
ing. After leaving the building
• the than was seen to turn the
corner at Dale & Stubblefields
ahd entered the Citizens Bank
building lot and emerged near -
the Hay. Lumber Co., building
and passed out water streefat a
lively clip. No arrests ,have
been made tip to this time.
' Reward. $100.
The readers of this e*per will be
pleased to learn Oar there is at
leaat one drenamt - djnieasi that
science has been able to cure in all,
ta ittagi.A, and that is Catarrh.
Hall's Catarrh Core is the only iins1-.
tive CLAN. now known to the medical'
fraternity: cAtarrli being. a ronsti-..
tutional disease. requiretta cvnistitu-
! t kola] tr,'atinent. Hall's* Catarrh ,
, cure is tsken internally; _acting di
, utio:i the, blood and. mucous
surfaces Of the system. thereby de-
stroying the found11111oir of the dis-
ease and giving the patient, strength
by building up the constitution and
assisting nature in doing its work .
The proprietors have-tog, mucli faith
In its-Curative powers that thnm offer
One Hundred Dollars -for say cause it
fails to cure Send fir list of testi-
monisla
J. CHENEY & (70., Toledo, 0.
Sold by Druggist.., price 75 eenta
Take Hall's Pliantly Pills for eon-
taloa, hen .
A Test for Liver Complaint
Mentally Unhappy - Physically,
Dull.
The Liver, sluggish and inac-
tive, first shows itself in a mend
tal state-unhappy and critical.
Never is there joy in living, as
when the Stomach and Liver are
doing their wark. Keep your
liver active and healthy by us-
ing Dr. Kings New Life Pills:
they empty the Bowels freely.
tone up your Stomach, Cure your
Constipation and purify the
Blood. 252 at Druggist. Buck-
len's Arnica Salve excellent for
Piles.
At a recent meeting of the
board of directors of the Canoe
way County Fair Association
Nat Ryan was elected presdent
and Mr. M. D. Holton retained
as secrkary. Mr. Ryan has sem,
ed in this capacity before and
wider his management the af-
fairs of the organ.zation were
given careful attention. Mr.
Ryan will, devote the same ener-
gy to the'fair in the future and
already is making prsparationa
for the best meeting in 1915 in
the history of the fair.
Your Cold is Dangerous
Break it up--Today.
A Cold is readily catching. A
run-down system is susceptible
to Germs. You owe it to your-
self and others of your house-
hold to fight the Germs at once.
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey is fine
for Colds and Coughs. It loos-
Ns** 
ens the Mucous. Stops the Cough
and soothes the Lungs. jt's
guaranteed. Only 25c at your
I have this day set my two Druggist
soar., Grogan age 18, and !burin-
ton, age 15. free, to sue and be Sick-Two Yearn With Indigestion
sued as of age, and will no long-
er be responsible for their acts. 
"Two veers ago I was greatly
This the 10th day of December,
1914. -W. H. Boggess. I2104p
The greatest assortment of
dy we have ever carried. $5
to 10c kie-tbs. - Pale & Sttibble-
field.
I.
benefitted through using two or
three bottles of Chamberlain's
Tablets," Writes Mrs. S. A. Kel-
ler, Elide. Ohio. "Befort taking
them I was sick for tw
with indigestion." Sol y all
dealers.
'
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TEN IKMULAT 1113011, MURRAY KY
••••
YPRES RUINED BY CONTINUOUS BOMBARDMENT
•
.• I1 •
contil;11 O7 shown In this photograph.
pahlmost continuous bombardment for weeks, and. the entire city the ruin...
ENGLISH CITY BOMBARDED BY THE GERMANS
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shall be doubled You thought you than to raise a window of his foe'swere cunning, but in several places I house hi= alswite4..,..ed--trpoffirfe-ii-sund the mark of that club foot of return kill him at his own threshold1 Sours white you were making off with ' and, leaving the weapon behind him.my good pork. Now what have you to flee. Joe was known to never carry asay?' weapon, and the leaving of this tire--Nothing, except that I nia not steal , arm behind, together with the forcibleAs a bear strikes, so did the heavy entry of the place. would throw thearm of the invader shoot out. the hand 1 crime upon mysterious tramps or burgripping the thin shoulder like a trap. glans As darkness fell he prowled"I warned you if you lied your pun- forth, assured himself that Hardingishment should be doubled Has not had gone, then, prying open the sinthe good Lord commanded Thou shalt dow, entered and at waiting by thenot steal?' Thank your stars that you , low burning lamp until the souad of -did not live in those days. for you distant wheels reached his ears Hewould have been stoned to death. had not loaded his weapon yet, having View of Scarborough. cn the east coast of England, which.
1Rather, bless your luck that you have reasoned that should he be caught be- bombarded by the German -aiding squadron of cruisers.
fallen into the hands of a compassioa- fore the act with an unloaded gun heate man." With a hiss the lash fell I would be deemed guilty of a far lessHS HARDING was not and a shuddering scream burst from offense than should it be loaded Buta mild man, neither was the lips of the cringing one. But from now the time had come.he inclined to be super- :shen on no sound escaped item until, From his pocket he drew some pow-
"..."-"Bwitaisaeolps soseSsssa. •
• ess„..„444._ 16".••••••
when it was not too cold: sleeping and
loafing the year around, he was avoid-
ed by the entire hard-working, hard
praying settlement
It was a long tramp from :he home
of !larding to the miserable cabin of
the trapper. and by the time the for. ;
mer, had asrived there his righteous '
wrath against the slothful sinful be.
hag whom he.sought was grim and on
relenting "My house Is the house of
prayer. but ye have made it a den of
thieves,- he quoted sternly Then he
raised his fist and smote upon the
wretched door such a blow as Moses
of old might has's, struck when he spilt„
the rock and bade the waters gush
forth. From within • squeaks, rat
like voice bade him enter. and through
the narrow doorway he crowded
Ile glanced around the cluttered
place From one corner a thin, weasel- -
line figure arose and stood cringing
before the mighty one, fear thickly
spreading his face as he noted the
formidable whip tightly clutched in
the .rally formidable liand. "Good
morning. ,lir Harding rapes Sees.
Tear." he Field. faeningls. •
. it .111 a bad morning for Soo end-P
he going In be an unhappy beginning
of the New par," he retorted., "Steal
me shoat. efil you!' ,The smaller MID
thr•w up big bandit with a protesting
gescure as quick denlei leaped to his it, and he chuckled at his own can-lips But Harding &Minced. him with
roar
-Doe't aid lying to your thievery,
You sheep-killing cur. One false word
From ,gout. lips and your punishment
"isJis,,, fresh from unbarneseing his team..
141,4 . throwing open the door. started back
stitious As a rule he at last roles/Pit from the iron grip. Joe l der an•I poured it into the yawning4 had small belief in fell limply upon the frozen ground. muzzle, laying the bullet upon the ta.signs, presentiments or Sternly gazing down upon his victim ble. Next, he must have some paper- hunches, but •just now for a moment. Harding tuYned away wadding for both pbwder and ball, and'
all this was different. For he had "It was the just punishment of a a book lay close at hand Without
seen certain signs_ that one of his rogue by a just man," he muttered to; looking at its cover he tore forth a
&Islets had been stolen. had a pre- his conscience, 
handful of leaves and, selecting one,
sentiment that a certain unworthy From a shapeless, writhing heap the laid the others aside as he raised, the
known as "Shiftless Joe" had done the fallen one arose, his small eye's glint- first piece preparatory to crumpling it
foul deed, and possessed a hunch that mg with the deadly glare of a prodded up and ramming it home upon the
he was about to horsewhip Joe until serpent. ''Whip me. you black devil— pow def. As he did so the words upon
he outsquealed any pig critter tbstt, usurer—you forecloser of., widow's the leaf caught his eye, and slowly hr
was ever lifted over a fence on a mortgagee— you dodger of taxes—you 1 read:moonless night. So. being a man of —you—" The voice rose to an mar- I "Thou shalt not kill."deeds as well as thoughts, he took ticulate scream of rage. "By the Eter- His hand,. trembled and his face
down his trusty bull wbip and started nal, I'll kill you for that—yes, murder grew gray Then in the night without 
11111111111111 In ass •
victim to he. 
awampward towards the abode of his 
You in cold blood." Then the first he beard the beat of hoofs before the Street scene In Naco, the- Arizona town on the Mexican border to which America: troolloset:e70:7sent be
barn, eousied with the loud comm aand cause ahellsrom the warring Mexicans have collie across the line and killed and wounded a number of citisens
Now Shiftless Joe was not reckoned 
to "whoa," and with a gasp be clutched and soldiers.
among the sea of John Harding's corn- 
' another sheet. Before his eyes swam
-Iliturilty. and when one is told that 
the words:there were but 400 people in that die-
"Likewise I say unto you, there is
trirt he will understand that the state-
joy in the presence of the angels of
=vent has a well-defined meaning. Ile
God o'er one sinner that repenteth."
lived alone at the edge of the big 
-Slowly the gun slipped from his,
swamp. fishing in summer when It
ban.'. his form relaxed and he sank
was not too hot: trapping in winter
Into a enair, his head falling upon the
L "bri)%s minutes later" )ohn Harding..
••••••
••• •••••••
•
.06
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WHERE MEXICAN BULLETS CROSS THE BORDER'
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"I'll Kill You for That. Yes."
In* fear ant amazement Then softly
he approirrhed the man wboases now
A. huiderlaz as he had beneath the
ship. laid the gun aside and eazed at
the mutilated Bible Upon the floor
he saw the dropped pages, gathered
them lip, real them, then slowly un-
- derstooil. 
,For' the second time that day Hard.
theft-hand fell upon the shoulder of
Ithe other, but this time it was with •
parent's gentleness
• 'Brother sinner." he whispered busk
. 1171.
wild outburst of passion plisiteri and
Into the red iosss a loonofloping
crept. the_seuntinhg that outwitted
wary wild beasts and took them in his
..states
ito• passed rapidly thomgh the brush
until he mune to a hollow Jog; from
which he drew an ancient gun whi, h
he had %Mien and hidden there years
heftier. None knew 'bailie possi seed
fling as he plotted tie details. ' Ile
nee). that Harillitg's family was swayand- that John would attend church
that night and retern home alone after
aorTletsa. Nothing would be aselor
•
The New Year Presents
The French selrennes," both in
name and In date, preserve historical
continuity with a clearness that, our
Christmas box has lost. Accordrait to
the ae.lent Roman legend the-, "atom
went back to the rape of the Stamm.%
or, rather, to the reconciliation of the
two peoples aTtersarel, when Romulus
cut green branches from a tree of
the giwitiess Strenua and presented
tInin to. Tatius. Thereafter nnmans
gave each other branehes for ,luck. Jan.
ttarY 1. : together with figs, date*,
hones and 'a Man coin- ;snob lurk
gifts being. termed "ittrenne Eve&
emperor* were powerless. to.sput down
a culotim lihat In time became burden-
601111. told the church similarly failedato drivesi 
behind the !Irina Areetae this intorestiuw-AlitteelMisodiFires'practlegy • 
suanial:s sthro,snipb.4 • ()Misers of this French seneral 'lad are IriNirtjaattaS a Oat'
ettsoaeetssasesrelag the strength and of Lbw katser's forges,
INTERROGATING & GERMAN PRISONER
--411a1161111.2aix'4:,̂ -  •
:40,41MOGi.sidthrotaaratinimaas.
•
•
•
MAKING A DEEP TRENCH
Owe deep trenchee on, the.
'riring' line, In Bombers* France The
°antra have coastruete4. hundreila ol„
ntiles of ditches like this.
Ite ut You' e rlaht. but distil stop
tit • s. nese advice before ,p'1 It
*needs- er you eitll nester 1,1t111ft
1'2111 hairnet
•
•••
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"HANSI," ALSATIAN ARTIST
Nut lung ago a mild sensation wits
created alive John Waltz, an Alsatian
artist and a riter, %Well( known under
the paeuthito in of "Ilanal," • la COR•
(lemmal by the German authorities to
yvat's impristinment on accleint of
a Mail( for children which he had
a ritten and Illustrated in this book,
which ass called "Mon Village," he
(Pelt in a hurneroun and satirical vein
eith lit, in his native village, and
ti aas 13%101 NMI a Ph pen and pen-
cil it, trill ism of the German toasters
of Alsace I erraine and priests of the
Foie h. Its rulers of yesterday.
Since then "'lanai" has produced
antiltit r veirk, vehicle ingether a Ph it.
pretlecteutor. has become so enormous.
ly popular in France since the out,
break of ear Molted Germany that
copies; art. scarcely to be obtained.
This. "The leatory or Alsace for Lite
tie Children, Told by Their Uncle
flame." gIVI,K 111.110 AIM:Man!, R survey
of the stele of their native land that
Is 1001 liefulon in every line And at lie this book Mei "Mon Village" are aell•
ing Ilk., hot cakes in France and deubtless being smuggled into Alsatian
hidnio by the hundred, there to be seamied a it ii delight nevelt with the
thought of what may if "the men from across the !thine" get a Ind of
thcitreasurcd %ninnies. -Hanoi" IBmattlf Is fighting in the Frencli ante against
iho nation which he ham so consistently and. humorously criticized in woke
and ptc+irre.
NO COFFEE FOR SMOOT
Remitor Reed Smoot. in conse-
quence uf his Mormon training. WWII
no stimulants-- no tobaeco, alcohol.
coffee or tea. No one who has ever
undertaken to go through life without
the use of (-riffle. or tea has any idea
of the petty annoyances that such ab-
stinence entails. A. man run quit
drinking malt, vinous, or spirituous
liquors, and his friends merely re.
mark: "On the wisettre uhr and let
it go at that. They don't ask why he
cpet. ann usually do not insist on his
the prevailitig notion to the ctintrary.
Anybody Wtic,i a that a hen a man
quits drinking he does 80 because he
does not ash to take all the' natural
finish off his insides and die ahead of
schedule, or have a befuddled brain.
such as oue can Nee on the charts in
any doctor's office.
But with • man who does not
drink coffee or tea it is different.
Everybody desires to know why.
Wherever Smoot goes to dine people ask: "Do you find that coffee 
makes
You nervous?" "Don't you drink it for breakfast even!" "Did 
you ever try
that Battle Creek substitute for coffee!" "Does it keep you awake" A
nd,
oh. a great many more.
Of late years, in order to avoid a scene, Smoot usually takes 
a cup of
coffee when it Is otTerfel to him, but does not drink it. 
But Gila avails him
.little. Sooner or later his hostess inquires:
"Do you find your coffee too strong?" or. "Did you get cre
am and sugar!"
Then the truth leaks out'and the questions begin.
MISSOURI BOY SHOWS KANSAS
Everyone in Kansas. and particu-
larly in the Seventh congressional
district, is talking about a former
Columbia and Mexico. Mo., boy. Jouett
Shouse. Ile moved to Kinaley. Ed-
wards coupty, from his former home
in Lexington, Ky.. on November 18,
1911, and on November 2, 1914, was
teepee, to represent the largest con-
gressional district of the Union.
Shouse is the son of the late Rev.
John S Shouse. one of the most wide-
ly 
known and beloved ministers of
the Christian church. During the pe-
riod from 1892, to 189s, Mr. Shouse
had charges in Columbia and Mexico.
His son Jouett wee a student at the
Cniversity of Missouri. In 1911,
through Shouse's efforts, the delegates
to the state convention from the Sev-
enth went to Topeka a ith instructlene
for Champ Clark. The state conven-
tion instructed Tor Champ Clark. And
Kansas est+ enteof the first states to
--eb.see a ehiri at the Clark boom.
Next yezir Sleepy, a as vett lid a state sena
tor arresela brilliant work in test
rein resulted in his election to 
congress. telly Mice before has that dig-
sent a n.n Republiean te ‘Vashineton
MAJ. GEN. SAM FUGHES
Ore of the feet picturesque fig:
tires in ruble- life in Can-ela is 
Nilaj
Gen. Sam Hughes,. minister of militia.
His adnerers call him independ
ent
and 'diluent: his critics say he Is 
a
marvel or indiscretion. Nie, organized
N'alcertier camp, %%here the Canad
ian
contingent Was trained for the Eerie
peen war, and. bossing the job to
suit himself. succeeded In arousing a
lot of adverse. criticism. But on 
his
return from England be wiped all
that out with this typical speech:
'I have It on the word of the
Late Lord Roberts that Veleartier
camp displayed on the part of your
bumble servant, a capacity for or-
ganizatien and driving power, ensue
palmed In military histoses•--
eta Hughes was not lone in find-
ing fresh trouble General Lessard.
French Can.edian °Meer, who did val-
iant service in Soutli. A trice. but who
is Ineligible fojt sett% e service now on
areount of failing eyesight, as steneral
tenser commanding the Torento district. ordered a surprise 
mobilization of
Insteps for tee {time-m.1..0r testing the efficiency at his 
organisation to meet
a poXlible Invasion rot Germen Americans.
did not ;wove. But instead of 'sysprimandIng. the O. 0.
 C. pd.
irately, tie hissed forth hts criticisni in f public ddress Imtusdiately 
ths
fat %Vila in the lire. ()anointing "-,.-ipors said Hills, tint goverailleat 'PRAM
forthilth demanded Rubino' head.
e
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PROBABLY COULD DO WORK COSTLY METHOD OF REVENGE
Soldier's Ocsupation In Civil Life
Certainly Should Have Fitted
Him for the Job.
Real ear ctimiltiona noteetittise mire
rude attecks tu, A.. prOfVlad011111 moldier
trained tit wenn in the well ordered
days of peace. lien. is a cane in point
A Prusmian lantleviir company was
being !twittered hiuI nerviest and there
were many things o be done. Cal-
•tjalla111111I, rifted, were to be
distributed, rolls prepared, reports
made out, and quart Settles ter's lists
rheeketi up The captain had his hand.
full Ile ordered hie (Ind tiergeatit
to lind it noncom, alio could write
neatly and figure a little The first
sergeant Was to the emergency
Corporal Kamitiernistyer was prompt'
ly numnioned and crisply detailed for
duty as company clerk The (empirei
reported to the replete who looked
him over ale. a mixture of wonder
and distrust.
ti.o n figure, corporal,- he
"A little, sir, at your servIce."
The (Neilsen still looked dubitrint
-ieliat iii :our trade in çis ii life,
anyway e• he said.
"I 1110 pria4111413r of mathematic's,
captain." was the reply..
Walking Graveyards.
Sento of the Indian 'princes have
given over two million dollars epiece
to Britain for the ear. Beside 'Kuehl
gifts, the gifts or London bualteves
millionaires. seem small.
fact," said James Dome:teen an
interview, "in feet, the gifts of the
nIzazu at -Hyderabad and the mahara-
jah of Mysore and the gaekwar of ha-
rode glee our English Merchant
princes, who owe England so Much
more, a look of avarice; and you
know the definition of avarice.
"Avarice, like a graveyard, takes in
all it can get, and never gives any-
thing back."
At' the First Signs
Of falling hair get Cutli ura. It
works wonders. Touch spots of dan-
druff and it( hIng with Cuticura oint-
ment, and follow next morniug with a
hot shampoo of Cuticura Soap. This
.at once arrests falling hair anti pro-
Moles hair growth. For free sample
each With 22-p. Skin Book, address
poet card. Cutieura, Dept. X. Boston.
Sold every where.—Adv.
Poo!. Burglar.
"A burglar got into my house about
three velock (hp morning when I was
on my way home from the club," said
Jones.
"Did he get anything?" asked
Brown.
"I should say he did get something,"
replied Jones. "The pour devil is in
the hospital. My wife thought it was
me."—Cincinnatl Enquirer.
Cause Removed.
"Did you notice how few Sunday
school picnics there were this see-
son?"
"I did in a way "
"How in a way?"
"I did remark how little rain we
had."
Conscientious.
"He's one of the most conscientious
men I know." Tommy A
tkins with contempt and
"So?" made him 
sore, and now in time of
"Yes. He always S4;3 'Give me a ilwar they treateaim 
with so much good
liquor that they make him drunk."
Procedure in Europa •minded Ase
drew Carnegie of a Somewhat
Humorous Incident.
Andrew catitegle, in a recant inter.
1,111W .4111 said ICI NOW York
reporter.
"A lad twenty killed a man and
woman in Sarajevo All Europe is now
fighting to eventot this wrong Eng.
land alone In •pentling 1135,000 a min-
ute, accordius to Sidney Webb, on gun-
powder
"Well, this is such an expensive way
to avenge u wrong that it reminds me
of the man at the banquet.
"A man entered the cloakritotn, at
the end of a banquet, anti began to
animal in silk hat after silk hat
'Hold on. buss! What to' yo: smash-
in' all dem high hats?' demanded the
attendant.
"'I'm looking for my own," the gen-
tleman answered 'It's an opera hat—
collapelble, you know. None of these
neem to be It.'"
Starting the Day Wrong.
l'heje as gloom on the tare of the
farmer.
"Whale the matter. Eillith?" aeken
his nearest neighber 'Flitelacke given
nut toVrf 1,1 nut house?"
"Worstett that," ash! Elijah "You
know, 't ween't apple year, and ale,
says a e can't have any more apple
pie for breakfast."
•''Can't yeti make out if you have
apple pie noon and nigher
"I l'sit, because I've got to." said
leUeali, "but. I tell you, it upsets me,
starting the day wrong like that."
Failures as Stepping Stones.
John Watiamaker, in a recent ad-
dress in Philadelphia, urged his audi-
ence to persevere.
"Every succeenful man," he said,
"has probably had more failures, far
more failures, than the nonentity has
hnd. es
"Success, after all, is nothing more
than failure with a new coat of paint."
Seeking Worthy Objects.
"Dodaworth tells me that he is a
practical philanthropist."
"That's just what he is. liefore of-
fering a dime to a beggar Dotbsworth
asks him so many disagreeable ques-
tions that the poor devil is glad to es
cape a ithout the dime." --
of war
So many of our busy burghers are
standing in front of the war maps,
arguing 'and declaiming, that dozens
of safes and pianos are being hosted
into high buildings with almoit no-
body to observe the phenomenon.
And on Broadway a man repaired a
tire to a gallery of four boys.—New
York Tribune,
Upsetting His Theory.
"The heavy explosions of a battle
always cause rain. It rained after Wa-
terloo; it rained after Fontenoy; it
rained after Marathon."
"But Marathon was fought with
spears and arrows, my dear."
"There you go. Always throwing
cold water on anything I have to say."
match, please,' instemi of 'Lend me a
match,' "—Detroit Free Press,
A Woman's Way.
"Your doom is sealed," cried the
villain.
"Ha!" laughed the heroine defiantly.
"I guess I can steam it open.-
Marble to Retain.
Knlicker —Jones has a remarkable
memory
!locker- -Wonderful; he remembers
a winter that wasn't Just like this. '
The Test.
"Is he a good lawyer?"
"I should say he is. He's acquitted
some of our most notorious crime
toils "
COLDS & LaGRIPPE
5 or 6 dosss 666 will break any case
of Chills & Fever, ('old., & LaGrippe•
it acts on the liver better than Calo-
mel and does not gripe or sicken.
Prim 25c—Adv.
_ 
ThF self-made man can't underatand
why iny'one should prefer es family
tree to a business plant.
If you have nothing to worry about
ask your wife, she can always supply
you with a because
A girl refuses to let • man kiss her
because she knows that he will do it
anyway
You never believe a man when be
flatters you, but you like to bear it
just the same.
For any eat use Hanford's Bal-
sam Adv.
Experience Is • good Investment
only when you don't pay more for it
than it Is worth
How a min does admire bright chi].
linen --If they .are ht.. own'
Inconsistent.
"The English are queer people."
"You think 'so?"
"Yes. In timy of peace they treated
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy fbr
infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
The Drummer's Work.
"Are these moving pictures of the
war authentic?"
"Of course. All but the rumble of
artillery. That's imitated by the
drummer."
Start the year by getting Hanford's
Balsam. You will find frequent use
for it. Adv.
A Bit Personal.
lle- I think Wiggiebee'es the worst
dancer in the room.
She—Hush. you forget yourself.
Quite So.
ettaleful lookout this, isn't it?"
W hat lookout?"
' eit ton !
The Uusual Story.
"how C81110 you to lose control of
your autemobiler
"Itecautte my wife wanted it."
MODERN LtVING COMES HIGH!Fatima Cigarette
Oh  Thinks Thera Are Toe —mild, delightful Turi
kish-Blend. Th
choicest of leaf—a
ways a pure an
wholesome smoke —•
I always satisfactory.
"Distinctively "
Many "Necessities" in Demand '.
at the Present Time.
"One of the resenna foe thr cost of
living." ebeerv es a else clubman
"Iles in the faet that people buy
wholly unneerastary things I had a
converestion with the proprietor of a
novelty shop In Fifth avenue • few
days ago 'shiny object had attract-
ed my attretton, and inquired about
Its use.
'"These,' said the proprietor, 'are
gilded pincers tu pick up letters one
has placed on the letter scales
"'And that ivory stick, carved and
Corked at the end?'
" 'People use that to fish out things
they have dropped Into carafe*
"'That square of moeucco, about
the size of a nut--what is that fur?
"'That's a tampon used to press
down stanow Lifter sticking tbetn on
enveloped'
" 'That ornamental box atilt a *hole
battery of little btlethes"
"'Those tyre to clean other brushes;
brushes to (leen heir brushy's, brushes
to tooth bruishes' ' Nev. York
F.)0111111( Poet
Wouldn't Stand for It.
ttlie wiue a determined look as she
entered the drug store.
'(Amok here, young man, if a tall
man with a ft d mustache curate arid '
asks you for a prescription you're not
to let him have it."
"Really, madam. 1—"
"No, you mustn't let him have it
on any account 111..8 tome here for
a month, and says he wants some-
thing to improve his appetite He's
boarding at my establishment, young
man."
And with a muttered threat the
landlady passed from the shop leave
ing the druggist's assistant pale and
trembling.
Distorted Vegetarianism.
"So long as you find the cost of liv-
ing high," said the friendly adviser,
"a by don't you and your husband be-
come vegetarians?"
"What do you mean?" asked the
worried looking woman.
"Why, eat onty vegetable' prod-
ucts."
-couldn't think of it. What I'm try-
in' to do now Is to persuade John to
take to beefsteak and quit tryiq' to
nd tobacco."
4.rar*Atp..X402.ac
I Yartnouth has • claim upon 611 En.
 y on Rosh Faistaff.
lishuten quite independeutly of its est
gociations with the breakfast bloat
remarks a writer lit St Nicholas.
it was the home of Shakespeare's=
staff, who appears to have boos a
of exemplary piety. The Fisleitelli•
were an old Yarmouth fandlY.
"A Fait tolfe or Falstaff,"
John Richard Green, "was
Yarmouth in 1281. Another Is at
the first of its representatives in
liament. and from that the mem
of that family filled the highest
nIcipal offices. John Faistolfe. a
of considerable act-aunt In the k to
purchased lands at the close ..sif
fourteenth century in Calstor, and
came the father of Sir John Feist°
who, after a distinguished military ear
reer, was luckless enough to give MA
name to Shakespeare's far:oun chalet
acter. In Yarmouth, however, he ti
better known as a benefactor to
=00_ church of St. Nicholas.
Why Thomas Concurred.
Whack, whack, whack! Tommy was
undergoing a jaainful punishment at
the hands of his loving mother for
eating the jam.
"Tommy,- she said -seriously, when
she was forced to pause, "this hurts
me far more than it does you"
And when Tommy was alone with
his brother he produced a square
board he had concealed, and thought-
fully murmureu:
"I thought all along that hit of wood
wouldn't do her any good!"
RUB-MY-TISM
Will cure your Rheumatism and all
kinds of aches and pains—Neuralgia,
Cramps, Colk, Sprains, Bruises, Cuts,
Old Sores, Burns, etc. Antiseptic
Anodyne. Price 25c.—Adv,
The Peeling Kind.
'Mamma,' said a little boy, "the
place where r got stung last Sunday
down at Uncle Jim's Is all peeling
Brother Bruce took a look at the
Injury.
-That's so." he grinned, "I guess
you must have been stung by a husk-
ing bee."
War Styles.
-"Have you heard anything about
the fall fashions as yet?"
"Not as to how the gowns will be
made. I suppose the girls are bound
to wear cartridge belts, of course."
Had Debts of His Own.
Nodd—liere's a list of kuropean
war debts Don't they stagger you!!
Tedd—Well, they might, old man;
but I've just been looking over my
monthly aellounts.—Life
Quite Safe.
"What did that tig.;iant with you,
Henryr 
"lie ens after my setae)"
-Goodness gracibus!"
"Don't be frightened. Cle'seonly a
hair specialist.-
His Favoltite Role.
"Dubson entertained some friends
at dinner lase evening."
—Etitertained: you say? Why.
Dubson invaxiably makes an ass of
himself." s ,
-That's how he entertained them."
For sore feet rub on Hanford's HOS-
sam. Adv.
Suited Either Way,
Miss Lucy Price, Cleveland's
.ng antisuffrage speaker, tells of
funny incident which happened in N
England while she was cam
there She was walking eowa
street after having made what
thought was a particularly eff
talk against suffrage when a wo
stopped her.
"Miss Price," she said, -1 Want
tell you how much I liked your ape
It was one of the best I ever beard."
"I am so glad you are with us."
sponded Miss Price. "and I hope yeaS
will come to our other antisliffragip
meetings."
"Oh," exclaimed the astot.tsA
woman, "I thought that was a mete
meeting you spoke at"
The Best Liniment.
For falls on icy walksespraine
bruisea, rub on and rub in /lento
Balsam Ot Myrrh. Apply this linlmex4
:thoronghle and relief should quick*-
follow. Adv.
His Only Possession.
' Al Rogers was traveling through
lonely section in the suburbs of
ton one night, a short while ago, w
ton one night, a short while ago, w
he was startled by hearing this
one appeal'
"Will the kind gentleman please
help a poor unfortunate man? I--
At this point Al felt to locate bille
watch. The other continued.
-1 have nothin' in the world but Hs*
'loaded revolver."
The View. • A.
-There is a story in that facer'
"You must be seeing it out of thlgt
tale of your eye '
' That'S Easy.
-Who was the first lightning calag.
taint'?"
"Ben Franklin arid his kite' •
 •
FOR OLD AND YOUNG
lkst• 110•121. Of settee old age, ••
Tatra LIhniwrille sat.. kindlv on the
the de 
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roes NM&
tuft's Pilkoh,* teem sad streogth to the wank
When a woman discovers a silver ernetitii.rerit epleeteleettl
er WILN,T1ILL TOW kidhs70111114 hlkelder.
strand among the gold she always IS • felid•nd r lat..4 -314011" No trin
aV11-41"."
yst:‘f. zr  DR. J. D. KELLOGG'..0,, it is premature--but she thinks triertrzafes:rhismertseW fiZesed
11:11 a shame
Quite Old Fashioned.
"Did she marry well!"
"No; it was a case of true love "--
Harvard Lampoon
The painless Biting Yon gat at a res-
taurant is tar sattNattory than
Nthe one you get dental parlor.
Many a girl is a gem, in spite of
the Net that she refine.* to be cut.
Paradoxical Resuit. AsTpinii
-What's the matter with my labor
theoriesr
"They won't work"
Remedy for the prompt relief
Asthma and May Fever. Ask V
druggist for It. Vim lie FREE
NOSTIMUP II LYIIIAN CO., Lit, BUFFILO.
Logical Result.
appetiserrt
al ori 
ilg-S.!1'e has such a dogged expr,‘s Build Up With  The ow e 
"
WintersmIth's r::.", 7
re-No weeder, with that pug [Memaitbl; tar malaria', chire. and Tonlo.
becold, and grip. 50c.
Many's man is selfiatistied because
he .Is not particular W. PI U.. MEMPHIS, NO. 52-1914.
You Look Prematurely Old
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THE
Christmas Store
SANTA'S
Headquarters
PRESENTS for the Baby, presents for Grandma and
Grandpa, presents for the Children,[presents for the Par-
ents- -Practical Presents. Presents to make the home more
beautiful, presents to play with, presents to eat-all of the
various kinds of gifts. We have the Biggest, Beet and
Most tempting priced display ever shown in this town.
Chrilmas Things from Literally all the World
Nave Been Gathered Here for You.
This Great Christmas Exposition awaits you
NOW. Be sure to see it before the eager crowds of
Holiday shoppers draw on it for their needs.
COME, We Have the Goods at the Right Prices.
COME EARLY
JOHNSON & BROACH'S
5, 10 and 25 Cent Variety Store.
NEIG:IBORLY ADVICE
Slaughter occupied the day by
walking around the town, seem- 
often leads to serious cornplidae
tions. s The remedy which im-
ing unconcerned about his re- mediately and easily peneteates
cent escartade, and greeted old the lining of the threat is the
friends with his usual smile.
There was some fear here that Di.coyery soothes the irritation,
kind demanded. Dr. King's New
perhaps it would not be safe to; ieeeens the phlegm. • You fee)
"bring back. Slaughtereat once;. better it once. "It seemed toh t • 1 t'
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE
S. B. Smith & Co., - Mayfield, Ky.
Fire Insurance company. Wright
was suing to collect the insur-
ance on a tobacco barn, owned ,
by-him, whielehurned in 1912. ;
Attorneys M. B. Holifield auvl
Bunk Gardner, for the defend-
ants, attempted to show that the;
barn was set on fire-for the pur-
pose of collecting the insurance.
while the plaintiff, represented
by Attorneys W. J. Webb, E. .1.:
Robbins, Gus Thomas, J. D. Via'
-anti Pete Seay, convince,' the
jury that such was not the base.
The case had been up all week.;
Arguments in the case /were!
started Friday afterneori late,
and cone: eled at 2 o'clock this;
afternoon, the case going to thel,
jury,. The verdict was returned
abotit6:30 o'clock.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy— ,
The Mother's Favorite.
"I give Chamberlain's Cough .
Remedy to my children when
they have colds or coughs," I
writes Mrs. Verne Shaffer, Van-
derglift, Pa. It always helps
them arid is far superior to any
other cough medicine I haveI
used. I advifie anyone in need
of such medicine to give it al
trial." For sale by all dealers.
C. Foster. Deal.
John G. Foeter, aged 35, died
Sunday morning at 1:55 o'clock,
at his home, 1149 Broadway, af-
ter an illness extending over a
period of three months of tuber-
culosis. Mr. Foster- was one of'
the best known' young men
the city, and leaves a large nunis
ber of friends to mourn his
death. -11e,was born and reared.'
ID Brie!Isbur.g,' KS.. reel had• . _ .. ,and t e repor was in cure a ion 
Sttriehlefic: '.. •' 677cah..th. e.tivelrly spot my. cough". been riseeeident of, thleseity fer.isi.,..
•e-ee;t (II' ise- perents, N e. P. an .. .e -
rt1
end wife. duieng Cie Its:re:eel. 
it I -1 necessa,ry 'that '' you' give here Sun lay _prat Sheriff Dar-. is one of the honest teetununiale. ._.. , .this raleceeour imrhe sate at.: tall bel istivieed;against his bs .se em ,i i. , , r NI, .11 ,,•,, ,3. k 'ta.ntion. - ST. D, rt Jiktictr, Special tag brought loac'e at once: but;
„ sew . et, e ee-, .1 ev e. 1 t , her Banking Cemneiseierse, • those who had, him in *-clierge !
.es.'lee -. 'Mrs. .1. A Meisel'. elife
Notice.
the office of Coleman & Wells, ed Sunday morning, and releas-and prove claim as soon as pos- ed when his father, aided by•sib e, as all, claims must be some friends, made a $2,500 bailproved on "or before February for him. He has handed in hisSkh, 1915. In open or checking resignation as circuit courtaceounts all persons are requir- gle:k, Herman Holland beinged to bring pass book, that same
may be balanced to, agree with Bank, whether it is an open ac- ceed him. -
appointed by Judge Reed to sue-
our books. Those holding cer- count or certificate of deposit, Arch Nelson, a former circuittificate of deposit will preseet will please call at the office of court clerk, was appointed bysame in order that prof may be _fall Bank with pass bookiorcer. Judge Reed to reconstruct 'themade. 1 have provided blank tificate of deposit, and prove destroyed records of the court.affidaVits for making such proofs
, 
of the records destroyed in theIn the Matter of liquidation fire, and should this work be
se of the Bank of Hazel, at Hazel, completed within two days,Kentucky. charges against Slaughter willAll persons having accounts
with, or claims against said 
besiloaoukgehdtei 
Slaughter 
nto.
a•i brought back
- ev
Bank, or Check accounts, or cer- to this city Sunday night:* fromtificate of deposit, will call at Cairo, Ill., where he was arrest-
what great good they have had g . • •
from this remedy."
Price 50e at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy
-get Doan's Kidney Pills—the
Marshall county court houseMr.-Allbritten was complete-same that Mr. Broach had.
ju. Wednesday night, may be in.- Milburn Co., Props., In exonerated by a coroner's
vestigated immediately.Buffalo, N. Y.
The grand jury today started
in on the work of clearing up all
old business and the restoration
Notice.
ARRESTED IN CAIRO
Capittaltsat !miss Mot Pies.
the railroad tracks toward Elva,
hut there I met my uncle.
Ham Powell, a huckster, who'
I'M coming to Paducah. I rode:to Paducah with Powell, art iv-
ling there about 4 o'clock. Thurs.-
! day afternoon I ate a small
lunch and slept a short while. I
then went to the Union Station
where I boarded a train to Cai-
ro. It was not my intention to
avoid the law, but I don't hardly
know why I left."
Slaughter admitted that he
was !igen in his accounts, but
said he did not think it amount-
ed to $555.00. He said he in-
tended to pay the shortage.
Benton, Ky., Dee. 19. - A lee
ter to Mrs. George Slaughter,:
marked on the envelope "From
E. It. Jones, Cairo, III., gaveths
authorities their first clue as to
the exact location of George
Slaughter, who disappeared im-
mediately after the burning of
the court house. His hand writ-
ing was recognized. Telegrams
were sent throughout the south.
went to prevent his escape.
The letter was sent from the
Colonial Hotel, at Cairo. hut the
mark on the outside, "from E.
R. Jones," gave the clue, as
Jones is a relative of Slaughter's
the circuit court clerk. ttiie 
wife.
Reuben II. Slaughter, father of
mor-
ning made good the shortage of
his son, in regards to the circuit
; burg, Graves county.. Clark in court funds, amounting to $555.
company with another young The money was paid over to C.Freely Given by a Murray Citizen !man by the name ot Eldred Kra- B. Cox, trustee of the jury fund.
When one has suffered tortures Per entered Mr. Allbritten'sj Slaughter gave a mortgage on
from a bad back and found re- !store at night and found him , his home for the money with
lief from the aches and pains, 'alone. At the point of a pistol' which to square his son's ac.
that person's advice isof untold
al feientie-aiki—tieighbersenoPeneaniseeter —nes grifuest prosecution under an ern-
; they demanded that Allbritter_th4trum'counts. This act saves the boy
The following neighborly advice matter with the robbers until an' bezzlernent charge, as he was
comes from a Murray resident. iopportunity Presented when --he i not required to turn the money
W. R. Broach, ex-county as.lseized Clark who had the pistol, in until the final adjournment of
season Murray, Ky., says: "'land in the scuffle Allbritten and' circuit court. Any prosecution
still use Doan's Kidney Pills
once in a while and find that
they do me a great deal of good.
I have had attacks of kidney
.trouble occasionally and have al out of the store where he fell
dead. A second scuffle followedways taken Doan's Kidney Pills.
They have never failed to help with Kraper who gained posses- Benton, Ky., Dec. 21. --With
ion of the weapon but instead of the reconvening of the grandme. Others have also told me . .
bitt Clark Thursday of last week
:in the latter'e store at Pryers-
Clark fe:1 to the floor. the latter now will have to be. under the
gained possession of the weapon
and fired a shoe throggle Clark's 
charge of arson, for the setting
fire to the court isijuse, if he is
heart. Clark. arose and went indicted.
jury, by Judge William Reed,attackin klIbritten made hts
comes the poesibility that theescape, going to Mayfield where
charges against Geovge Slaugh-he was later arrested and is now
ter. former circuit court clerk,in jail awaiting the action of
regarding the burning of thethe grand jury.
ry. The young robbers were
well known boys of Metropolis,
He and come from well respect-
ed families. Clark, the boy kil-
led, was in Murray a few day,
before the killing and called to
see Toy Lassiter, the meat mar-
ket owner, and who knew both
young m.-.n while he was a resi-
dent of Metropolis.
FOR ATTORNEY
(so tinisMI Fruu, rue.  e
_
judgement of thoasfamiliar.with
my we' k.
The duties of all public Oficials
are sac. ed, but I consider the dute
'roof this officepeculiarly so, and
the man entrusted with such a
position should be a man of the
highest moral character, strict
Integrity, and the highest con.
crption of fairness and justice.
It is not only his duty to see
that the guilty are punished,
but that the innocent are pro-
tected. I heartily endorse the
above sentiment, and promise
that in the event this sacred
trust is reposed in me I shall let
it be my guiding star in the per-
formence of of my duties.
1 have ever affiliated with the
Democratic party and for the
past twenty years or more I
have taken an active part in all
political contests, both National,
State and County, for Democrat-
ic rule and supremacy, which
means the rule of the people and
not the classes. I do not be-
lieve that any fair minded Indi-
vidual who is at all conversant
with my political (weer will
question this declaration.
For, the past thirty six years,
with the exception of six years
of that period, this office has
been tilled by citizens of Trigg
county, the past twelve years by
the incumbent who is a citizen
of said county, and for this rea-
son, as well as many others, I
feel that I can ask for the posi-
tion without apology, coming as
I do from the largest county in
the district, and where much of
my time would be required in
the performance of the duties
of the office I seek.
It is my desire and purpose to
meet personally every Democrat
.in the district between now and
the date of the primary, and I
trust that my aspirations herein'
made known will receive at the
hands of the Democratic voters
of the district fair, just and ser—
ious consideration, and no one
Will be more appreciative of
support than myself.
• Respectfully,
JAMES B. ALLENSWORTIL
In the matter of liquidation of
the Citizens Bank of Murray,
Kentucky.
All persons having accounts
with, or claims against said
. claim as soon as possible, ILI allin order that said proofs may be claims must be proven on (*stenmade without any costs to claim- fore ,Fehruaiy 8th. 1915. I haveants.-- Rainey T. Wells, Special provided blank affidavits to proveDeputy Banking Commissioner. 'claims: thereby, saving you all
costs in the: !natter of ,madijogC. C. wife' and son,
proof of claim against said Rank.of Little Reek, Ark.. arrived In oilier that the-a111 airs may beneresWednesley night ho the
e!Osted uti aq titteldv ;t3
rest pal er bo'ole preaeh a, better s.ermon ma!! none: Sinca: his ciatmq M-ay
e ISs house in a ,den 'foe known the feeling is. not .. :erred
: make a better rnous.e. Imp and how the lire started him, becene Riiet .c ited:st c
Fernier Calloessain tqlls Men, est, aver the worsil toalie a great yet thire are few wee te thee.
-- -
-At last-- 'iv have a ro- eeette
Wright Given Verdict. for Life,.
Sick Ifeelfache.
Sick headache is nearly always
caused by disorders of the stom-
ach. Correct them amithe per-
iodic attacks of sick headache
will disappear. Mrs,. John Bish-
op,. of Roseville, Ohio, writes;
a. year ago I was troubled
With indigestion and had sick
headache that lasted for two or
three days at a time. doctored
and tried a number- of remedies
but nothing helped me until dur-
ing one of those sick spells a'
ind edvieed me to take Cham- •
beelain's Tablets. This medicine_
relieved me in a short time. 'For
ale by all t:ealers;
What ever elzo you give,. •
mcsgve,a brax'of
,•
beatth rath to MM." There is a
..zi' eve Allhritten." a forin r,rese reason why t!! utoii has
o1 C't'°War ettICY. a !"o 
msr en Adis,
eer Jeff eAlsbritten,_ Wsehtve a complete line of
i • shot ntri_ . - neetuvetitin books ler -yet.r boy-
- tr.. -g man by -hirtie-Or & Stubblefield,
anticioated eeure.etese anti elle/see
TOBACCO
Ten nelsons why: the ruloptine of the lo-se floor saes by the
ilanter's Protective Aesoeiation at Muytiel I will be of much ben*.
fit to the tobacco growers of Graves and surrounding counties,
First.- It will give them al opportunity of having their riff-
ferent types of tobacco (demi seperately, and by so doing get the
benefit of the highest market price on each grade.
Second. -It gives them not only an opportunity of all the hicld
buyers, but an opportunity of getting their tobacco before out of
town buyers who will be here each sale day.
Third. --Each owner will be notified the day his tobacco will
be offered, and he is expected to be present arid either accept or
reject the highest bid.
Fourth, Arrangements have been made by whffh 110 per cent
will be advanced when the tobacco is delivered to the loose floor.
Fifth—The old established organization is behind the move-
reent in in advisory way as to sales or in other wily they can be
of assistance to the farmer. Every man connected with the work
will be under bond to faithfully comply with his contract.
Sixth. It does not only give the growers the very best oppor-
tupity to take advantage of the highest prevailing market price,
but it gives him an opportunity if he sees proper to reject his
tebacco and have it placed in the hogshead and sold throti the
regular channel.
Seventh. if the tobacco should be rejected and placed in the
hhd. there will be no charge for having it offered on the loose
floor or for moving it to the prize house. The charges will then
be the same as it has always been in the old organization.
Eighth. The charges for the loose floor sales to the farmer
will be only 10 cents per hundred and 26 per cent commission on
the amount of the sale. This being the same charges as all the
twee floors over the district.
Ninth.- Some of the largest buying interests have encouraged
the adoption of the loose floor us it enables them to buy exactly
the grades they want, which they are unable to do when buying at
the barn door or on the streets.
Tenth. LAM but not least, it is to the interest of every farm•
er whether he sells his tobacco through the organization in any
form or not, to have his tobacco properly ordered and classed.
The farmer should bear in mind what the organization hos
done for its members as well as the enes on the outside, and with
the inducement they now offer (leaving control of the eibucco en-
tirely with the owner and giving him a better opportunity of the
highest loose market priee) there is no reason why each farmer
should not appreciate the situation to such an extent that they
would give it his support and influence. It takes care of the men
who say they must have all their money when the tobacco is dee
livered and it also takes care of the clues who desire to have their
tobacco prized. 
Tom Jones, .were in Paducah to
meet Slaughter when he arrived i
there from Cairo. The loyalty
of the wife to the husband was
known and the respect and sym-
pathy for him is thought to have
helped allay the feeling against
the husband.
Slaughter. accompanied by!
Deputy Sheriff Hardy McGregor
and Bud Darnall, arrived in this
city Sunday morning at S o'clockl
from Cairo. In the party also
were Commonwealth's Attorney
John G. Lovett and County At-
torney E. L. Cooper.
George Slaughter did not. ap-
pear to be nervous or worried
about his arrest. Rather did he
appear to take the matter in a
dull unfeeling way, taking prac-
tically no interest in his sur-
roundings, or the arrangements
made for his trial.
-
Prompt Action Will Stop Your
Cough.
When you first catch a .-Cold
(often indicated by a snesze or
cough), break it up at once. The
idea that "It does not matter"
give hts versien any credere. ;:efainst
His g••i•eral deportment here Pi 4!",n)inti
day has ed some more i s : Cl
the feeling agniost him it 1.Olut Col
. • 1 Catizeas-
rs: Slaughter and her father, ny, and
- r>—','L••••••.
the past nine years. having been '
employed at the following whole-
sale groceries: J. K. Exall
Co., J. R. Smith & Son, and the
Turk Guedry Co. He was a
member of the Elks Lodge.
The deceased is survived by
his mother, Mrs. W. I. Foster,
of this city, and two brother,.
Fred l.'oster, of this city, and
Ed Foster, of Los Ange'es, Cal.
The funeral was held sester-
day afternoon at 2 o'clock from
the residence, with the Rev: W.
A. Fite Officiating. Interment,
in charge of the Elks lodge, was
in Oak grove cemetery.- Padu-
cah News-Democrat. 
s.
John Foster was a resident of .
this city for many years and --
conducted a restaurant business s.
here. He has many friends in ,
Murray who will regret to learn
of his death. _eel:.
eld, ley), Dee. 1" A
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